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SMZA-03-SC101- (2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
J 
1









• SCS CHAN (4) -
A or B 
• RHC = cmd + & -
(small mnvr in 
ax is) 
Motion nonn? 
38 Proportional ck 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
A or B 
• RHC ::- cmd + &-





IN CONT LOOP 
(ENG ON SIG REQD 
FOR TROUBLE-
SHOOTING) 
Mot ion norm ? 
YES 
YES 
43 Future 6. V 's 
• Use CMC or 
ACCEL CMD 
MT~ 
M ~ W~d 
• SCS TVC (2) - NO NE • THC - CW AUTO i-;,.;;.;.;.;;.... ________ .i Rl-jC NO:- 2 -
• TVC GMBL DR - I pe/form MTVC ck 
• SCS/HAND CON1 i,;N..;.o ..... ___ _ 
PWR-1 MTVC ok? 
• RHC NO.2 - ARM YE S 
• Confirm trim cont 
(pitch & yow) 
Trim response ? HARDOVER 
OSC ILLA Tl NG 
46 Auto dri ve ck 
• Perform CMC auto 
drive c heck 




@ SGS proportiona l cont rol and 
MTVC lost for both RHC 1 s, 
@ SCS propo r tional control and 
MTVC lost fo r failed RHC, 
@ SGS AUTO 6 V lost if PITCH 
or YAW. If ROLL, control 
attitude with D IRECT or 
ACCEL CMD. 
@ Assumes failure occurred 
while operating on No. 2 
Se r vo System . If A V was 
originated in MTVC or MTVC 
takeove r occur r ed with TVC 
Gimbal Drive switches in l, 
p lace TVC GMBL DR sw (2 ) 
at l. 
@ No MTVC capabil ity. ~ATE 
CMD losl in affected ax i s. 
ATT HOLD poss i ble if RHC 1 s 
locked {or ne u t r a l) or SCS/ 
HAND CONT PWR - OFF. 
Disable affected channe l if 
DIRECT used. 
@ SGS ball drive lost in axis 
unless alternate rate BMAG 
u sed. 
If YAW or ROLL: 
li BMAG I, after . 05 G , SGS 
roll att er-r oneou s . If BMAG 
2, after . 05 G, RSI erron eous 
un less in RATE 1. Rate 
d ampi ng and SCS AUTO 6. V 
Lost. Fo r MTVC, use 
a l ternate rat e BMAG. 
@ If entry .._lo thi s s tep is from 
CMG or SGS AUTO 6V 
prob lem, troubleshoot 
p r imary servo l oop and place 
TVC GMBL DR sw (2) at .!_. 
G ~ffected servo lo st for all 
/lV 1 s . 
@ CMC unaffected. On affected 
se r vo , SCS AUTO /l V and 
TRI M lost, but MTVC without 
TRI M r emains. 
SM-'.IA- 1546A 
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APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
YES 
• FOAi SEL - .!_ 
• FOAi SOURCE -
~ 








12 Error counter ck 
Disabl,.'D.t>.P 
• ~:;t~~l~ROOE 
V46E , !' . 
• FOAi sd"'LJ- 5/ 5 






Att error ind 
responds? 
NO 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 





RATE l operation from this 
BMAG may not be available. 
CMC attitude error lost for 
axes shown abnormal in error 
counter check . 
Cycling A TT SET sw may free 
sticking relays. 
ATT SET position of FDA! 
SOURCE sw failed. 
0 Failure of CDC enable relays 
will be determined by an 
inability to align CDC by GDC 
ALIGN pb , 
0 SCS att set error display lost. 
If ATT SET - !MU, attitude 
errors displayed will be Euler 
angles. 
© !MU function of ATT SET aw 
lost . 
0 May be single or multiple 
0 Attitude error display and attitude hold capability lost. 
SGS AUTO t:,.V lost if PITCH 
or YAW; for ROLL place MAN , 
A TT ROLL - ACCEL CMD and 
control roll manually. If 
failure is No . 1 BMAG, after 
.05 G, No. 2 FDA! ROLL ind 
will spin up. 
0 If BMAG No. 2 failed : SGS 
auto Di V lost unless in roll, 
tl;ien place BMAG MODE 
ROLL - ATT I RATE 2 and 
LIM CYCLE - ~- RCS 
attitude: hold available in all 
axes with BMAG MODE (3) -
ATT I RATE 2 and LIM 
CYCLE~- If BMAG 
No. 1 failed, No. Z FDA! roll 
ind erroneous if yaw or roll 
after . 05 G. 
SM 547B 
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• FDA/ SEL - _l 








SMZA-03-SCl O 1-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
Total att display 
nom,? 
NO 
• FDA/ se l -
1 (if at 2) 
1 (if at 1) 
(3)olternate rate 
source 
• RHC - cmd mnvr 
in affected axis 
0, 0, 0 
3 Alte rna te 
inertia l source 
active and aligned NO 
in plane? 
YES 
5 • Alternate 
ordeal FDA/ 
SW-~ 
Alternate total att 
display norm? 
YES 
•FDA/ SEL- ~ 







4 • Orig inertial 
source - alte rnate 
FDA/ 
• Alternate ordeal 
FDA/ sw - ORB 
RATE -
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 For GDC FDAI total attitude, 
if rate display(s) also hard-




Assumes inertial reference for 
orbital rate FDA! is aligned in 
plane. 
Ordeal MNB cb also supplies 
powe, through MESC B to MN B 
enable power of chon switches 
0 Use alternate FDA! for sub-





Confirm FDA! failure by 
placing alternate inertial 
source on affected FDA!. 
Normal total attitude with 
a lternate inertial source 
indicative of Golden G relay 
failure. 
Any failure of !MU itself 
would have been indicated by 
JSS light. 
The FDA! can be aligned to 
0, 0, 0 by the .GDC align pb. 
Attempt only single-axis 
maneuvers in order pitch, yaw 
and roll. This failure has no 
effect after .OS G since Euler 
mode relays are disabled. 
0 Assumes alternate rate source 
operable. 
@ After .05 G, if BMAG NO . l 
fails in yaw or roll, FDA! Roll 
Att will be erroneous; if 
BMAG NO . 2 !ails in yaw or 
roll, RSI attitude will be 
erroneou s unless RATE l 
selected. 
@ Entry capability can be 
determined from GDC FDAI 
roll ind and RSI response when 
a yaw maneuver is commanded 
with . 05 G sw and EMS ROLL 
SW - ~. 
Total attitude capability lost 
for affected axis. After . 05 G, 
if failure axis is: 
YAW - RSI invalid 
ROLL - No. 2 FDAI roll 
ind invalid, 
G) Slew FDAI at slow rate. 
(v With an in-plane GDC 
alignment, FDA! pitch 
angle may be set by pressing 
GDC align pb and slewing 
pitch att set tw. 
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norm? 
N O 
FOAi TOTAL ATT 
DISPLAY ABNORMAL 
Both inds (of pair) 





APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 










DURING SPS THRUSTING 
4 GDC ALIGN 
ATT SET 






TIONER PWR SUPPLY 
FAILED 
11 •TVC G MBL 
DR (affected 
a x is) -1.. 
1 March 1968 Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 May be sing l e or multip l e 
axes. 
0 Att set error displays still 
ope rational. 
0 GDC can be aligned to an 
arbitrary positi on by: 
a . F ly SC to indicated 
atti tude to which G D C 
is to be aligned . 
b. Di sabl e GDC. 
c. Fly SC to prescribed 
ine r tial attitude (s tar 
or visual reference) . 
d. Re - enabl e GDC . 
0 THC - CW o r T VC GMB L 
DR (2) - b Continue 
normal ac tiviti es u s ing 
redun d a nt TVC loop fo r 
contr ol. 
SM-2A-1549A 


































• Counter SC rates 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
Off 

















2 Isolate direct 
•scs CHAN (4) -
Aor .ft. 
•Counter SC rates 
•DIRECT RCS - OFF 
• cb DIRECT RCS--
(2)-~ 
ecb SCS LOGIC PWR 
1/3 & 1/4-21!!!! 
cb SPS PILOT VLV 
(2)-~ 
•Stabi 1ze C 
•RHC's neutral 
•SCS CHAN (4) -
OFF 













4 Isolate affected 
quads 
• Prplnt isol vlvs -
~ of rotation) 
ROLL - ALL 
PITCH - A&C 
YAW - B&D 
• Turn prplnt isol 






RCS FAILED ON 
SCS OR THC CW 
YES G&N 







1 March 1968 Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0would occur in FREE mode 
only . 




RCS FAILED ON 
Basic Date 
FORM 2997-E New 11•87 
MANATT sw's? 
SMZA-03-SCl 01-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
RATE BMAG H/ O In ax is 
CMD 
o FOAi SEL - 1/ 2 
ACCEL MIN 
• RHC 's - neutrof 
CMD IMP 
47 
·Affected axis ROLL ? 
YES 
35 
Any FOAi No. 2 
disploys H/ O? 
• CMC f1Wr up (P05) 
if req 
• CMC MODE-FREE' 
• SC CONT - CMC 
• MAN ATT (3)-
RATE CMD· 
• Vll NlOE, 31E 
• Record Rl 
17777 in RI? 
YES 
14 Driver on ck 
o SCS CHAN (in 
axis) - A or B 
then OFF (pos 
when problem 
In axis 
o BMAG MODE 
- RATE 1 
occurred) YES 




Affected axis ROLL? 
NO 
20 o cb SCS 
PITCH f'(AW) MNA 
24 o cb SCS PITCH 
f'(AW)MNA - ~ 
o SCS CHAN Pl TC H 
·r;y AW) - A then 
OFF -
o Stabilize SC 
o SCS CHAN PITCH 
f'(AW) - B then 
OFF -
• Stabilize SC 
Jet fires W en 
CHAN sw on ? 
29 RHC short ck 
o SCS/ HAND 
CONT PWR - 1 
• SCS CHAN - A 
then 2£!: (in axis) , 
Jet fires? 
YES 
32 o SC S,IHAND 
CONT PWR - 2 
• SCS CHAN\in 





18 A/ C ck 
• cb SCS A/C ROLL NO 
• !b~~ ,vtTOLL 
2M NB-~ 
• SCS CHAN A7c 
ROLL -
A then OFF 
!then OFF 
19 B/ D ck 
o cb SCS 8/ D ROLL 
o !b~~~ ;;&%LL 
• ~c~~~~ITTlo 
ROLL -
A then OFF 
~ then OFF 
Jets fire ? 
• cb PITCH f'( AW) 
• ~c~Ad~A-N~CH 
(YAW) - ~~) 









If failure is in ROLL or 
YAW alter . 05G, GDC 
driven ball wi ll spin up . 
Attitude ho ld Lost in 
aCfected ax i s. SCS AUTO 
a v lost if PITCH or YAW, 
U ROL L , cont att by DIRECT 
or ACCEL CMD. 
BMAG No. 2 hardover will 
cause FDA! No. 2 tot att to 
drive randomly in Eul er 
modes. 
Direct sw1 s in affected RHC 
still funct i onal. One RHC 
will be l ost. Howeve r, 
RATE CMD mode with failed 
RHC sti ll possible when 
breakout sw' s c losed in same 
axi s by operable RHC. 
NOTE : If RHC No, 1 breakout 
found s horted, analog SCS 
T LM pw r may be re stored 
b y Locking RHC No. l and 
p lacing S GS/H AND CONT 
PWR at BOTH. 
Direct n ot affec ted. 
ACCEL CMD lost in PITCH 
or YAW . 
ACCEL CMD l os t in a!!ected 
axis unless je t s are inhibi ted 
by cb action. In ROLL, 
opp osi te quad pai r m ay be 
used for ACCE L CMD. 
All SCS c b 's a r e assumed 
closed u n l ess stated~-
SM-2A- 1534A 
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APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
23 
35 A/ C ck 36 B/ D ck 
• cb SCS A/C ROLL l MNA -~ 
cb SCS A/CROLL 2 MNB -~ NO 
• cb SCS B/ D ROLL l MNA -~ 
cb SCS B/ D ROLL 2 MNB -~ 
• SCS CHAN A/C ROLL - A th en • SCS CHAN B/ D ROLL - A then 
OFF, ! then OFF -OFF,! then OFF -
Jets fire? 
L,_&.ll_ 
41 B/ O ck 
• cb SCS B/ D ROLL 
• !;s~~ ;%Rm 
• ~C~~~~ITTJD 
ROLL - A then NO 
OFF, ! then OFF 
Jets fire? 
L,_&Jl. 
43 • SCS/ HAND 
CONT PWR - l 
• SCS CHANB/ D NO 





• SCS/ HAND 
CONT PWR -




'S7 • MANATT 
ROLL - MIN IMP 
• Repeat step 35 or 
36 (thot caused 
jet firing) 
47 • CMC pwr up (P05) if req 4B THC short ck NO 
o CMC MODE - FREE 
o SC CONT - CMr::-
• Vll Nl0E, 3~ 
YES 
52 Driver on ck 
• SCS CHAN (in 
axis) - A or B 




54 • MANATT 
- MIN IMP in ax is 
eSCCONT-~ 
Affected oxis ROLL ? 
YES 
59 A/ C ck 
• cb SCS A/C ROLL 
• !ts~~ ~TcRlLL 
2MNB-~ 
• SCS CHAN A7C 
ROLL -





64 B/ D ck 
• cb SCS B/ D ROLL 
• !ts~~ ;Jo%LL 
• ~C~~~;~D 
ROLL -
A then OFF 
if then OFF 
NO 
.,_N_o ____ • SCS/ HAND 
CONT PWR - l_ 
55 • cb SCS Pl TCH 
f'(AW)MNA-~ 
• SCS CHAN Pl TCH 
f'(AW) - A then 
~. _!!then~ A&.I!. 
Jets fire? 
B/ D ck 
• cb SC S B/ D ROLL 
• !b~~~ ;/BToLL NO 
• ~C~~~;ITTJD 
ROLL -
A then OFF, 
!°then OFF 
Jets fire 
61 • MA N ATT-
RA TE CMD (affected 
~
• RHC - neutral 
• Affected>CS 




• Affected ROLL 
CHAN - OFF 
or 
Open proper SCS 
ROLL cb 





62 TOTAL ERROR 
AMP, SWITCHING 
AMP, RATE LOOP 
OR ATT LOOP 
FAILED H/ O 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 ACCE L CMD los t for 
affec ted ROLL CHAN (A/C 
or B/D) 
Direc t not affected. lsolate 
failed jet by c b action . 
@ ACC_EL CMD los t unless jets 
are inhibited by cb action . 
In ROLL , opposite quad pair 
may be used for ACCEL 
CMD . 
eak;ftut ound 
a log SC TLM 
e r e s to ed b,}' 
CNo. · l and 
CS/ D CONT 
P R - BOTH 
One RHC will be lost. 
However , RA TE CMD mode 
wi th fa iled RHC still 
possible when breakout sw 
closed in same axis by 
operabl e RHC . 
NOTE, If R HC No . l 
breakou t sw found shorted, 
anal og SCS TLM pwr may 
be restored by locking 
RHC No . 1 and placing 
SGS/HAND CONT PWR 
- BOTH . 
Use unaffected axis £or two-
je t ullage . Cont att us ing 
RHC . 
No rm ope rations for ACCEL 
CMD and CMC modes. Fo r 
RA T E CMD or MIN IMP, 
i s olate failed jet as in 
s te p 27. 
SGS RATE CMD, ATT HOLD, 
and propor tional cont lost for 
aHected axis. SCS AUTOl:l.V 
los t if PITCH o r YAW, but 
operabl e in ROLL if CHAN 
sw p laced a t ACCEL CMD . 
Trans l ations without ATT 
H OLD possible in MIN !MP. 
F u r ther troubleshooting not 
recommended . 
No M TV capability . RATE 
CMD lost i n affected axis. 
ATT HOLD possible if RHC 1 s 
locked (or neutral) or SCSI 
HAND CONT PWR - OFF. 
Disable affected CHAN if 
DIRECT used . 
RA TE CMD and MIN lMP 
lost for ROLL for all quads. 
X-AXIS translations and Ll. v• s 
mus t be with r oll control by 
ACCEL CMD or DIRECT 
(ROL L CHAN (2) OFF). 
SM-2A-1658 
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SMZA-03-SCl 01-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
CMC ovoiloble 
1--.....----IM for Troubleshooting? 
I 
RHC B O o en ck 






















5 Altemote RHC ck 
• SCS/HANDCON 
PWR • BOTH 
In a xis: 




• Aliernate RHC -
cmd + & -
• CMC MODE - FREE 
• SC CONT - CM~ 
e SCS CHAN {lnaxis} -
OFF 













• MANATT - RATE 
CMD - ONE 
• Orig RHC - I-'---------' 
cmd + & -
Motion directions? 
BOTH 
Motion directions? ~B"'O-'-T"--H ___________ .... 
9 • SC CONT· 
CMC 
.,__ __ _. eRHC - cmd ·+ & • 
23 Tro4ble,hoot 
suspec: t c hen 
• SCS CHAN A/C 
ROLL - OFF 
• SCS CHAN B/D 
ROLL - A 
• cb scs ii)'o ROLL 
26 
• !b~~ ;Jo%LL . 
2MNB-~ ~E 









• MANATT ROLL -
RATE CMD 
21 Pitch or Yaw 
• SCS CHAN PITCH 
/:'{AW} ·A 
• cb SCS PiTCH 
f'(AW}MNB-
~ 










22 Ck o osite air 
YES • MANATT PITCH 
/:'(AW}· RATE 
CMD 
• SCS CHAN PITCH 
f'(AW}- B 





• SCS CHAN PITCH 
(YAW}· A 
• MANATT- RATE 
CMD 
• RITT:- cmd +& -
Motion both 
• ~o~~ • cmd + & • i-;Yc.:E.::.S ___ -i,------..... 
Motion both 
directions? 
34 • MANATT (in 
oxls} - RATE CMD or 
'--------·MIN IMP or (if roll} 
~ectedchan 
YES 








Procedures would be entered 
if a maneuver could not be 
initiated or a maneuver 
already initiated could not 
be terminated. 
ATT HOLD unaffected but 
proportional cont, AGCEL 
CMD, MIN IMP, and CMG 
manual cont lost for failed 
RHC. DIRECT unaffected 
but BMAG caging sig lost. 
ACCEL CMD lost for one 
RHG for PITCH or YAW or 
affected ROLL CHAN. 
ACCEL CMD lost in one 
SC cont mode (CMG or SGS) 
for affected CHAN (aI..Q:J, 
YAW, or A/C or B/D ROLL). 
All auto coil capability lost 
for affected CHAN (PITCH, 
YAW, A/C ROLL, B/D 
ROLL). X-translation 
capability with dir ect ullage, 
If cb SGS LOGIC PWR 2/4 
MNA or cb ORDEAL MNB is 
open, place affected CHAN 
at f!::. or ~ respectively and 
close the cb. If the other ch 
opens, pre-amp pwr has 
failed; turn affected CHAN 
sw OFF and close the opened 
cb. For preamp pwr failure, 
all auto coil capability lost 
!or the affected GHAN 
(PITCH, YAW, A/CROLL, 
B/D R OLL). + X-translation 
capability with direct ullage, 
ACCEL CMD lost for PITCH 
or YAW or affected ROLL 
CHAN. 
0 One polarity lost in AGCEL 
_ _ CMD only for PITCH or 




Assumes B /D ROLL is 
suspected. For trouble 
shooting A/CROLL, 
replace all r eferences to 
B/D withA/C. 
Affected thruster lost for all 
auto coil operation. 
@ Affected thruster lost for 
ACCEL CMD only. 
SM-2A-1536 D 
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SYMPTOM 
Basic Date 
FORM 2991• E New 11-61 
SM2A-03-SC101-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
qJ ~ 68 I Pitch (Yow) 
~ Troubleshooting • cb SCS Pl TCH ~ configuration (YAW) MNA-
• SC CONT - SCS ~ 70 I 1so lo te foiled jet • SCS CHAN PITCt 
• MANATT (3/- (YAW) - !:_ then 
691 DRI VER AMP r: ACCEL CMD ~ OFF YES • cb PITCH (YAW) • THC - neutral • Stciliilize SC FAILED O N MNA(B) - ~ • SCS/ HAND • SCS CHAN PITC~ SCS CHAN PITCH 
CONT PWR - (YAW) - ~ then (YAW) -~ 
BOTH OFF 
Affected axis rol I ? 
• Stciliilize SC 
~ YE S Jets fire? 
73( In axis NO ~MIN IMPCKT 
FAILED • MANATT -
(Q25) ACCEL CMD 
ln.l• MANATT -
MIN IMP {in axis) A &.!l 
• SCS CHAN PITCH 
(YAW)-
A then OFF, lzJ. SCS/ HAND 
fthenOFF CONT PWR - l 
Je ts fire A or B 
• Momentaril y" place 
75 I THC NO. 2 r~ CHAN sw at posi- NO continuously when I=--+ ti on that co used 
CHAN SW ON? jet firing 
SYS PWR O N SHORT 
NO 
Je ts fi re again? 
80 I ; IC check 
YES 
• cb SCS A/C ROLL 
• !b~~t ~/t7fOLL 
~ • SCS/HAND 
CONT PWR - 2 
2 MNB-~ • Momentarily-place 
77 1 THC NO . 2 • SCS CHAN A/C CHAN sw ot posi- NO . 
ROLL - tion that caused SYS PWR ON SHORT 
A then OFF, - je t firing 
Bthen OFF 




~ ~ ' 
a1 I B/ D check ~ DRIVER LOGIC ~• SCS/HAND 
LED OPEN ONT PWR -
• cb SCS B/ D ROLL 64) erobl e THC sys 
• !b~~t ;/5Tc)LL 
• :c~~~~~D 
ROLL - 0 ! ~ A then OFF, • ® Bthen OFF A or B a2 I DRIVER FAILED ~- MANATT -Jets fi re? - ON RATE CMD {effected ~ TOTAL ERROR 
NO ~ AMP, SWITCHING 
• RHC - neutral .ill.+ AMP, RATE LOOP 
• Affected SC S OR ATT LOOP 
~• MANATT 
CHAN - !:_ or~ FAILED H/O 
~ • cb SCS B/ D Je ts fire ? ROLL - Ml N IMP 
• cb SCS A/C ROLL ROLL l MNA -~ 
NO 0) 
• !b~~t ~/t7fOLL 
• cb SCS B/ D ROLL 
2 MNB-~ ~ 
. :c~~~~~D ~ RHC PROPOR-
• SCS CHAN A/C ROLL - . "TIONAL CONT 
RO LL - A then OFF, FAILED H/ O 
A then OFF, f then OFF 
Bthen OFF !:_ &~ Jets fire 
Jets fire continuousl y ? 
continuously? 





92 BID check ~ • SCS/HAND 
• cb SCS B/ D ROLL NTPWR- .!_ 
• ! b~~t ;/5TcJLL 
• Repeat step 83 or 
YES 89 I THC NO . 2 step 84 thot 
SYS PWR ON SHORT 
• ~C~~~~ITT7D 
caused jet firi ng 
ROLL - (0 Ro ll rotes increase? A then OFF, 
NO Bthen OFF 
~ Jets fire ~ 
~ DRI VER LOGIC 
' FAILED OPEN 
continuousl y? 
(CR64) ~ THC NO. l 91 • SCS/HAND 
or • PWR ON SHORT 
CO NTPWR-- -® operabl e THC sys 
l.2.il BUFFE R AMP OR 
MIN IMPC KT 
FAILED H/O 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 All SCS cb 1 s assumed closed 
unless stated open. 
@) Direc t not affec ted . 
@ Use unaffected axis for two-
j et uUage. Contr o l attitude 
u sin g RHC. 
@ Norm ope ra ti on s fo r ACCEL 
CMD and CMC modes. For 
RA TE CMD or MIN IMP, 
i sola te faile d je t as in step 27 . 
@one RH G w ill be los t. Howeve r, 
RAT E CM D m od e w i th !ailed 
RHC still pos sible w he n break-
out sw closed in same ax i s by 
op er able RHC . 
NOTE : If RHC N o . 1 b reakout 
sw fo und s h o rteq , anal og SGS 
T LM pWr may b e resto re d by 
l ocki ng RH C No. 1 a nd placing 
SGS/HAND CONT PWR - BOTH, 
<iv Applicable to RATE CMD onl y. 
@ scs RATE CMD, ATT HOLD , 
and p roportiona l con t los t for 
affec te d axis . SGS AUTO 6 V 
l ost if PITCH or YAW, but 
operable in ROLL if CHAN sw 
p l aced a t ACCEL CMD. 
Trans la tions wi thou t ATT 
HOL D possible i n MIN IMP. 
F u r the r troubles h ooting n ot 
recomme nded . 
@ Na M T VC capa b i lity . RAT E 
CMD l os t in a£fec te d ax.is. 
A TT HOLD pos s ible if RHC 's 
l ocked (or neutr a l) o r SCS/ 
HAND CONT P WR - OFF. 
Disable affected CHAN if 
DIRECT u sed . 
@ RATE CMD and MIN IMP l as t 
fo r ROL L fo r a ll quads . 
X-AXIS tran s l ati ons a nd .0. V's 
m u s t be wi th roll control by 
ACCEL CMD or DIRECT.(ROLL 
CHAN (2) - OFF). 
SM-2A- l 535A 











Basic Dat e 
FORM 2997•E New 11·67 
NO 
SMZA-03-SCl 01- (2) 
A POLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
In ax is 
• MANATT -
L _ _;,_.;__..1--- ---------.i ACCE L CMD 




• SCS CHAN (4) -
Qff. 
• SCS/ HAND CONT 
PWR- a.Qlli 
• Vll Nl0E, 31 E 
X7m in Rl ? 
YES 
12 
• RHC - cmd 
+ & - in ox.is 




- PITCH 17775 
+YAW 17773 
-YAW 17767 
• SCS CHA N - in 
axis - A 
• Alterna te RH C -











Prob lem occurred TERM INATI ON 
during? 
24 • DIRECT RCS - on (up) 
• SCS CHAN (4) - OFF 





• DI RECT RCS - OFF 
• SCS CHAN (4)~ 
2S • ATT DBD -
M AX 
1------+------1~-.--mAI SCALE-~ 
• RHC - cmd + & -
in a xis 
4014------
28 • SCS/HAND 
CONT PWR - OFF 
• FDA! SE L - 2 
• FDAI SOURCE -
~ 
33 
26 In axis 
• BMAG MODE -
ATT1 RATE2 
Att error ind null ? 
YES 
Cha n ge Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Assumes fu ll thrus ter 
operation , except in ROLL . 
© Failure c auses translation 
when rotation command given. 
ATT HOLD, RATE CMD, and 
MlN IMP lost for affected 
CHAN (PITCH, YAW , A/C 
ROLL, 8/D ROLL). Transla -
tions without att hold possible 
with MAN A TT - MIN IMP 
0 U RHC No. 1 found shorted, 
analog SGS TLM may be 
restored by locking RHC No . l 
and placing SGS/HAND CONT 
PWR - JlQlli, 
0 Attitude hold unaffected but 
proportional control, ACCEL 
CMD, MIN IMP, and CMC 
man cont lost for failed RHC . 
Direct is unaffected but BMAG 
caging sig is lost . 
0 SGS proportional cont and 
MTVC lost for failed RHC . 
0 For affected axis: 
. In ATT I RATE 2, att hold and 
att error display lost. SCS 
AUTO l:,V possible if ROLL by 
controlling att manually. After 
.OSG, SCS FDA! ROLL att 
erroneous if YAW or ROLL. 
0 A t t hold capability lost in a!fected axis. SCS AUTO 6 V 
lost i£ PITCH or YAW, but 
possible ii ROLL by placing 
MAN A TT ROLL -~
C.MlL 
0 SGS proportional cont and 
MTVC lost for both RHC 1 s. 
0 Disregard rate displays during this check. 
SM-2A- 1538C 




B asi c Date 
FORM 2997-E New I 1-67 
SM2A-03-SC 101-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
23 
34 Alt RHC ck 35 
• Alternate RHC - YES 
cmd + & - (in axis)t-----------.i 
Motion normal? 
NO 




~~:~otin9 or suspected 
• SCS CHAN B/D 
ROLL - OFF 
• SCS CHAN A/C 
ROLL - A 
• MAN ATT ROLL -
MIN IMP 
• RHC - cmd + & -
ROLL 
Motion directions? 
PITCH OR. YAW 
NONE 
ONE BOTH 
• SCS CHAN 8/ D 
ROLL - ~ 




37 ORIG RHC ..__ ______ ~B/-;-!.O OPEN 
41 In axis 
• MANATT - MIN 
IMP -










• MANATT - ACCEL 
CMD --
If ROLL: RATE 
CMD &MIN IMP 
possible by turning 
unaffected CHAN 
(A/C or 8/ D) - A 
or B -
43 
• MANATT (in 
axis)-~ 
If PITCH or YAW: 
• DIRECT RCS - on 
~ -
If ROLL: operable 
• SCS ROLL CHAN -
A or 8 
Change Date ________ _ 
® All RAT E CMD and ATT 
HOLD capa bility los t for 
a ffecte d axi s. Trans lation 
possi bl e with MAN ATT sw in 
R A TE CMD and att conl in 
aCfected a.xi s by dire c t. 
@ One p ola d. ty lost in M,l:E 
· ~ and MlN lM P. Tra nsla -
tion i: apa bility r ema ins bu t 
ATT HO LD l os t. 
@ Au lo coil cap a b i lity los t (or 
arfectcd sys (PlT C l--1, YA W, 
A/C ROLL , B/ 0 ROLL). 
@ T r a n s lation cap abili ty from 
affected th r us ters Lost except 
wi th OIRECT ULLAGE. 
@ BATE CMQ and M.lli..JME lost 
(o r affec ted CHA N (PITCH, 
YAW, A / C ROLL , B/DROLL). 








Basic · Date 




• SCS CHAN (in 
axis)-~ 
Rates build up? 
NO 








APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
• CMC MODE -
FREE 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
OFF 
• SCS/HAND CONT 
FWR - BOTH 
• Vll Nl0E 
31E 
• RHC- cmd+ 
- in axis 








lm7 in Rl? 
YES 
• SCS/ HAND 
CONT FWR - l 
YES • SCS CHAN (in -----------91 ax is) - A then 
YES 





22 Affected axis 




0 Use alternate RHC. For 
failed RHC, ATT HOLD 
unaffected, but proportional 
cont, ACCEL CMD, MIN 
IMP, and CMC man cont lost. 
DIRECT unaffected, but 





If RHC No. l found shorted, 
analog SGS TLM power may 
be restored by locking RHC 
No. l and placing SCS/HAND 
CONT PWR - BOTH. 
Auto coil capability lost to 
affected sys (A/C ROLL, 
B/D ROLL, PITCH or YAW). 
Translation capabillty for 
affected thrusters l ost except 
with DIRECT ULLAGE. 
RA TE CMD and MIN IMP 
lost for affected CHAN 
.(PITCH, YAW, A/CROLL, 
B/D ROLL). Translation 
capability from affected 
thrusters lost except with 
DIRECT ULLAGE . 
SGS MIN IMP lost for affec ted 
axis. 
One polarity lost in ROLL in 
RA TE CMD and MIN IMP 
only. ROLL ATT HOLD los(. 
X-axis translation & SCS 
ATf'T'r"\ 4H 
SM-2A-1540 













APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
3 
• SCS/ HAND 
-~---=---.::....-~No_~c_o_N_T_f'W_R_-_ _ 2_~ 
• CMCMODE-
FREE 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
OFF 
• SCS/ HAND CONT 
f'WR - BOTH 
• Vll Nl0E 
31E 
YES 
• RHC- cmd+ 
- in ax is 




lm7 in Rl ? 
YES 
-PITCH 17775 
B • RHC'S- neutral +YAW 17773 RHC ck 
• MANATT (in -YAW 17767 • SCS/ HAND 
axis) c ACCEL YES CONT f'WR - l 
CMD -- YES • SCS CHA N (in 
• SCS CHAN (in ___________ _.. o}~ -~ then 
axis) - ~ 
Rotes bui Id up? 
NO 
13 Alternate RHC 
Affected axis: 
• MANATT - MIN 
IMP -





NONE 16 Affected ax is 
•MANATT-
ACCEL CMD 
. in axis 
Motion both directions 
REMARKS 
0 Us e alte r n a te RHC . For 
fail e d RHC, AT T HOLD 
un a ffecte d , but propo r tional 
cont, ACCEL CMD, MIN 
IMP, a n d CMC m an cont l ost . 
DIRECT unaffected, but 




If R H C No. 1 found shor ted , 
a n a l og SCS TLM power m ay 
b e restored by locking RHC 
Na. l a nd placing SGS/HAND 
CONT PWR - BOTH . 
A u to coil capability l ost to 
affected sys (A/C ROLL, 
B/D ROLL , PITCH or YAW). 
T r ans la tion capability for 
affec te d thrus ters lost except 
with DIRECT ULLAGE. 
ACCE L CMD or DIRE 
One po larity in affected axi s 
l ost in MI N IMP only, Min 
eng on-time protection lost 
fo r RATE CMD. Translation 
u na ffecte d . 
SM-2A-1540 
1 Page ________ _ 
SM2A-03-SC101-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
,I 






FORM 299'7-E New u-87 
15 
32 
1-..;..-.i--,A.,ffected axis roll? 
YES 
NO 
• SCS Cl:tAN 8/ 0 ROLL - OFF 
• SCS CHAN A/CROLL - -,;;-
33 Disable 2 jeh 
• cb SCS PITCH 
(YAW) MNA -~ NO 







37 Ck apposite pair 
• SCS CHAN PITCH 
(YAW)-! 






• cb SCS AC ROLL 2 MNA-: ~ 




ROLL - RATE CM0 
• RHC - cmd + & -
ROLL 
42 • SCS CHAN A/C ROLL - OFF NO 
• cb SCS A/CROLL 2 MNA - close~"--+------~ 
• SCS CHAN B/ D ROLL - A - ..._-"-'~-r-'----' 
• RH C - cmd + & - ROLL -
Motion both directions? 
YES 
51 
• cb SCS/AC 
ROLL 1 MNA-~ 
• SCS CHAN A/C 
ROLL - A 
• SCS CHAN B/ 0 
ROLL - OFF 
46 Ck B/ 0 ROLL 
• SCS CHAN A/C 
ROLL - OFF 
• SCS CHAN B/ 0 
ROLL - A 







48 Ck A/C ROLL 
• SCS CHAN B/0 
ROLL - OFF 
• SCS CHAN A/C 
ROLL- A 
47 
• cb SCS B/ 0 YES 
ROLL 1 MNA - close 
• cb SCS B/0 ROLL 2 
MNA- close 
• cb SCS B/0 ROLL 
2MNA-~ 







• cb SCS A/CROLL 2 
MNA-~ 
• RHC - cmd + & -
ROLL 
52 • cb SCS A/C 
ROLL 2 MNA - close 
• cb SCS A/C ROLL 
1 MNA - ~ 





Change Date ________ _ 
0 
0 
Affected thruster lost for all 
auto coil operation. 
ACCEL CMD unaffected but 
one thruster failed off in MIN 
IMP and RA TE CMD. A TT 
HOLD during translations 
and/or X-translations may be 
degraded. For X-translations, 
configure unaffected quads for 
Z-jet ullage. 
Reduced authority may be 
caused by thruster 
degradation. 
Entry point for troubleshooting 
single channel operation. If 
B / D ROLL is operating 
channel, replace all references 
to A/C with B/0 except disable 
B/D ROLL l MNA cb. 
Failure causes translation 
when rotation command given. 
ATT HOLD, RATE CMD, and 
MIN IMP lost for affected 
channel (PITCH, YAW, A/C 
ROLL, B/D ROLL). Transla-
tions without ATT HOLD 
possible with MANATT -
..Mlli...lME., 
One polarity lost in affected 
axis in MIN IMP only. Trans-
lation capability &t ATT HOLD 
unaffected. 
One polarity lost in ROLL in 
RA TE CMD and MIN IMP 
only. Translation possible 
without ATT HOLD, 
ACCEL CMD unaffected but 
one thruster lost in one chan-
nel for RA TE CMD and MIN 
IMP. One direction of Y or 
Z translation lost. 
\' SM-2A-1541A 
Page ______ _ 
(". 












FORM 299'1-E New 11-87 
SM2A-03-SC101-(2) 






TERMINATE Motion a s commanded? 
• DIRECT RCS - OFF 
• SCS CHAN (4) - A 
orB -
• C.Ounter SC rates 
• cb SCS LOGIC 
PWR 1/3 & 1/4 -
2£!.'! 
• cb SPS PILOT 
VLVS (2)-~ 
• Stabilize SC 
• RHC's-~ 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
OFF 




IN DIRECT SYS 
12 Isolate affected 
quads 
• PRPLNT ISOL vlvs -
2£.1:_ (axis of 
rotation) 
ROLL - all 
PITCH - A&C 
YAW - B&D 
• Turn PRPLNT ISOL 
vlvs on singly to 
determine if failure 
is isolatable 
NO 
RHC No. 1 ck 
1-N_o ____ ---t.i e cb DIRECT RCS 
MNB-~ 
• DIRECT RCS - on 
~ then 2£.1:.-
• Jets fire? 
NO 
10 · .RHC No. 2 ck 
e cb DIRECT RCS 
MNA-~ 
• cb DIRECT RCS 
MNB - close 
• DIRECT RCS - ~ 
~ then~ 
Jets fire? 




• RHC - cmd + & -




RHC NO. 1 
DI RECT SHORT 
ll RHCNO,2 
DIRECT SHORT 
• Realign GDC 
NOTE: If ATT 
HOLD is desired 
• BMAG MODE 
(affected axis) -
ATT 1 RATE 2 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 








L eave affec ted SCS DIRECT 
MN BUS cb open. Direct 
operation for that RHG l ost. 
A lte r nately closing SPS 
PILOT VLV MNA & MNB cbs 
may isolate the failure within 
t he DIRECT ULL pb, and 
result in normal l:lV thr ust 
operati on for a singl e bank. 
No SPS eng operation possible 
unl ess SPS PILOT VLV cb 1s 
are closed . Closing these 
cb 1 s resul ts in direct u llage. 
Opening these l ogic power cb 1 s 
resul ts in the following 
confi gu rati on; 
a. MANA T T (3) - RATE 'CMD 
(R,P, Y) ----
b . RAT E -1..ill\'. 
c . F DA! SCALE - 5/ 1 
d. THRUST ON pb-:--
i n operativ e 
LIM CYCLE - on (up) 
f. A T T DBD - MAX 
g. T VC GMBL DR (2) - !_ 
h. RCS a uto inhibit - off 
(from u llage only) 
i. SGS TVC (2) (P , Y) -
RATE CMD only 
SGS ball d rive lost in affected 
axis in RATE 2 or ATT 1 
RA T E 2 . RSI err oneous after 
.0SG if YA W or ROLL, unless 
swi t ched t o RATE 1. 
No SGS AUT O /.V if PITCH or 
YA W; if in ROI.,L , SGS AUT O 
AV possibl e i>.BMAG MODE -
ATT I RA TE 2 and LIM 
CYCL E - on (up). 
This failu re noticeable only if 
BMAG 2 power is off. 
Displays and RATE 1 
unaffected . 
For affected axis, all RATE 
damping lost; RATE CMD 
response similar to ACCEL 
C MD . 














• SCS CHAN 
B/ D ROLL - OFF 
• cb SCS A/C ROLL 
1 MNB-~ 
• cb SCS A/ C ROLL 
2MNA-~ 




APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
2 RCS fail ed on ck 
• Terminate trans lation 
• SCS CHAN (4) - OFF 
• DI RECT RCS - on Tue) 
• Stabili ze SC 
• ATT DBD - MAX 
• cb SCS RO~TCH & 
YAW (12) - c lose 
• THC & RHC :-;;;;jt,ol 
• DIRECT RCS - OFF 





• SCS CHAN 
A/C ROLL - OFF 
• cb SCS B/ D ROLL 
lMNA-~ 
• cb SCS B/ D ROLL 
2MNB - ~ 
NONE • RHC - cmd + & -
ROLL 
BOTH 





• RHC- cmd +& • ~




:;h IJN::!;Og_ __________ ~r-M;:;::ot:;:io::n"i:bo:th;;:-7 
• EMS MODE -
AUTO 
• cb SCS PITCH 
MNA - ~ 
• cb SCS YAW 
MNA-~ 
• RHC - cmd + & -






20 • SCS CHAN 
PITCH - ~ 
• SCS CHAN 
YAW -~ 
• RHC - cmd + & -









•MANATT - RATE 
CMD --
• THC - cmd + & -
translation 
w--------J 
25 Affected axis 
• MANATT -
ACCEL CMD 




26 Affected oxi, 
• MAN ATT - RATE 
CMD --
• THC - cmd + & -
translation 
t==~S~C~m~o~tio~n~?===j.!T~RA~N::!;S~LA!!,;Tl~O!.!:N!..., _______ .J ______ _. 
ROTATION 








Assumes MAN ATT swi tches 
at RATE GMD. 
Abn o rm a l Vehicle Dynamics 
durin g Y or Z translations with 
a ll roll jets enabled will be 
detec table only by MSFN and 
remote ly by excessive p rpln t 
conswnp ti on or possi ble ATT 
HOL D p r obl ems. 
Roll r o tations from Q u ads B 
a nd Con ly. 
Y a n d Z t r ans lations with ATT 
H OLD p oss i ble if both channel s 
enable d. 
A ffec te d th r u s ter l ost for "aJl 
a uto coil operations. 
Rotation mot io n unaffe c ted 
except p r p ln t conswnption is 
excessive. 
0 One d ir ec tion of Y or z t rans-
la tion l os t . 
0 
Thruster lost in MIN IMP and 
RATE GMD modes. 
SGS ATT HOLD, RATE GMD, 
and MIN lMP lost. SGS X 
trans la ti on is possible withou t 
A TT HOL D when MAN A TT 
switches a t MIN lMP and 
RHC ' s neutra l , or place 
unaffec ted axis (yaw or pitch) 
in ACCEL CMD and control 
atti tude manually during 
translation . 
X - axis translati on in ori g 
direction capability remains ii 
opposing thrusters are disabled 
by cb action, or use opposite 
Quad pair for translation and 
cont rol attitude b y ACCEL 
GMD, 
X tran s la t ion possibl e but with 
poaaibl e loss of A TT HOLD . 
X-axis transla ti ons may be 
degraded or wi t hout ATT 
HOLD. 
~ M- 2A-1543A 




r--------,r--------A_P_O_L_L_o_o_P_E_R_A_T_r_o_N_S_H_A_N_D_B_o_o_K _____________ _ 
SYMPTOM PROCEDURE REMARKS 
RCS FAILED ON 
Basic Date 
FORM 2997-E New 11•67 
Input chon ck 
;~~~D~~MC 
FREE 
• SCS/fiAND CONT 
PWR - BOTH 




• Record R l 
NO 
17777 in RI? -. 
YES 
YES 








•MANATT - ACC 
CMD (in axis) NO 
• SC CONT - SCS 
• RHC'S & THC-:-
neutral 




• SCS CHAN A/C 
ROLL - OFF 
• cb SCS ii,7DROLL 
.i~~;ITT!o 
ROLL - A then 
OFF 




• cb SCS B/D ROLL 
2 MNA - close 
• cb SCS B,IDROLL 
I MNA - open 
• SCS CHANB,lD 



















7 THC No. l 
short ck 
• SCS/HAND CON 
PWR - _g 







19 • cb SCS PITCH 
f"{AW)MNA-~ 
• SCS CHAN PITCH 




21 DRIVER FAILED 
ON (A4 OR CJ IF 
PITCH) (BJ OR D4 
IFYAW) 
YES 
5 RHC NO. 2 
short ck 
• SCS/HAND CON 
PWR - J. 
17m in Rl? 
NO 
THC No. 2 
20 DRIVER FAILED 
ON (AJ OR C4 IF 
PITCH) (B4 OR DJ 
IF YAW) 
25 
jet by cb action 
CMC INPUT 
CHAN FAILED 
17 • Isolate 
affected jet by cb 






CMC JET RECONFIG 
(STEP 8) 







An Rl of 17777 indicates 
no j et commands into 
CMC. 
Direct switches in affected 
RHC still functional. SCS 
rate command with failed 
RHC still possible whe n 
breakout switches closed 
in same axis by operable 
RHC. (Hand control 
power at operable RHC.) 
Locking an RHC mechan-
ically opens breakout 
switches. 
NOTE: If RHC No. I 
found shorted, analog 
SCS TM power may be 
restored by locking 
No. 1 RHC and placing 
SGS/HAND CONT PWR 
at BOTH, 
An Rl of 00000 indicates 
no jet commands from 
computer . 
Opening the appropriate 
SGS cb will disable a 
pair of thrusters for all 
auto coil operation. 
Replace all r efer ences 
to B/D with A/C. 
SM-2A-l657 
Page __ ').-_ \ __ _ 
SMZA-03-SCl 01-(2) · 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 





In ut chon check 
o SCS CHAN (4) - OFF 
o SC CONT - CMC-
1----'--~.i • · CMC MODE - FREE 
NO 
2 Alternate RHC ck 
oRHC-CMD 
+ & - in axi s 
'--------' o SCS/ HAND CONT PWR-BOTH • Verify Rl readout 
o VllNl0E --
.31E Rl correct? 
YES 
• RHC - CMD + & - in axis NO 
• Verify Rl readout 
-!ROLL 17757 -PITCH 17775 
- ROLL 17737 +YAW 17773 
+PITCH 17776 -YAW 17767 
Rl correct? 
YES 
CMC AUTO Out ut chan ck 
TROUBLESHOOTING o SCS CHAN (4) - .Qff. o Vll Nl0E, 6E 
ROUTINE 1--..!..._ ...... w o S/ C CONT - Q!1£ o RHC-CMD+&-roll 
• Verify Rl readaut 
-!ROLL (AC) 00120 
(BD) 00005 





o CMC MODE-~ 
Affected axis roli? t-Y-"E"-S----<~ 
Rl correct? 
YES 
Output chan ck 
o Vl 1 NlOE, 5E 
• RHC - CMD + & - in axis 
• Verify Rl readout 










Affected axis roll? 
13 Troubleshoot 
suspected chan 
• SCS CHAN A/C 
ROLL - .Qff 
• SCS CHAN B/ D 
ROLL - A 
• cb SCS ii7D ROLL 1 
MNA - ~ 
• cb SCS BD ROLL 2 
MNB - open 




18 o SCS CHAN 
B/ D ROLL- B 








lO • cb SCS PITCH 
f'{AW)MNA-~ 
ll • SCS CHAN 
PITCH (YAW) - B 
o SCS CHAN PITCH 
f'{AW)-A 


















1-N-'O'-----------;I--MOR TWO DRIVERS 
FAILED OFF 
Basic Date Change Date ________ _ 
FORM 299'1-E New 11•61 
0Assum es OA P data load 
h as b een ve rified . 
0 CMD R CS mane u ve r s 
w ithin soft s top region. 
0 Use a lte r nate RHC . For 
fa il e d RH C, a ttitude ho ld 
unaffected , but p ropo r-
tional c ont, A CC C M D, 
MIN IMP and CMC manua l 
control lost , DIRE CT 
unaffe cte d b u t BMAG 
c aging si gnal los t. 
0 RCS thru s t e r s contro lle d 
b y affec t e d c hann el los t 
for CMC manual modes. 
0 Affe cte d thruster lost 
fo r all auto coil op e ration. 
© Assum es B / D R o ll i s 
susp ect e d. F o r trouble -
shooting AC Roll , r e place 
all r efer e nces to B/D 
w ith A / C. 
0 CMC RCS o p e ratio n los t 
for affec t ed th r u s t e r s. 
{v Direct unaffe cted bu t 
affect e d a x i s los t for 





SMZA-03-SCl O 1-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
Input check 
~ -,--- • SCS CHAN (4) - OFF 
• SC CONT - CMC 
• SCS/ HAND CONT 
• VTTNT0E 
31E 
• THC - cmd + & - in axis 








• Vll NT0E 
5E 
YES 
• THC - cmd + & - X 




- 4J 00146 
-2J(AC) 00006 
-2J(BD) 00140 





8 Output chan ck 
• Vl! Nl0E 
6E 
• THC - cmd +&-
(in axis) 





CMC JET RECON FI G 
3 
• SCS/ HAN D CONT 
PWR - ~ (if at _!) 
1 (if at 2) 
• TH C - cmd -+ & -
in axis 
CMC JET RECONF IG 
l1 • MANATT (3) -
M IN IMP 
• SC CON T - ill 
- ----------- •• SCS CHAN (4) -
Aor B 





FA ILED O PEN 
BETWEEN CMC 
AND DR IVER 
G&N 
SSR-2 
CMC JET RECO NFIG 
(STEP 8) 
tc!i'~ TIM iROUBLE ~...:.._--1.r-1~_1n_pu_t_c_ha_n_c_k--1 MIN IM P ck 





FORM 2997• E New 11• 67 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
Qff 
• SC CONT - CMC 
• CMC MODE :-- YES 
FREE 
• RCH's & TH C -
neutrg l 
• MTN IMP CONT -
!!fil!!rltl 
• Vll N l 0E 
32E 
cmd + & - in axis YES 
• VER IFY RT readout 
~OLL XXX57 
-RO LL XXX37 
+PITCH XXX76 





• SCS CHAN- },_ 
• RHC - cmd + & -
Motio n no rm ? 
NO 
B CIRCU ITRY 
FA ILED OPEN 
BETWEEN CMC 
A ND DRIVER 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Asswnes DAP Data Load 
has been verified. 
0 The remote po ss ibility o! 
both THC system bre akout 
switches failing open can be 
d e termine d by attempting a 
translation with the S/ C 
CONT - SCS. 
0 Translation lost in CMC 
modes for affec ted 
direction. 
(v If SGS / HAND CONT PWR 
not at BOTH, one RHC will 
also be lost. 
0 Affected thruster lost fo r 
all auto coil operation . 
0 Asswnes DAP Data Load 
has been verified, 
0 An Rl of XXX77 indicates 
no input commands to CMC. 
0 CMG MIN IMP last. SCS 
MIN IMP available with RHC 
in LEB. 
-.,,}. SM-2A- 1603A 
Page ______ _ 
lighted in STBY and OPR 
modes by: 
Prime power failure or 
Scaler fa i lure , 
lighted for 5 sec in STBY or I 
OPR modes by repeated 
(>0 .9 pps) issuance of 
counter failure or doubl e-
freque ncy seale r failure. 
Ligh ted for 5 sec only in 
OPR made by repeated 
( >0.4 pps) restarts. 






or VOLTAGE FAIL. 
lighted for 5 sec onl y in 
STBY made by repeated 
(>0.9 pps) issuance of 
VOLTAGE FAILURE of 
+28v, +14v, or +4v 
power suppli e s. 
Basic Date 
FORM 299'1-E New ll•67 
NO 
YES 
7 In ut chan ck 
• VllNl 0E 
33E 
DSKY ope r<l tianal ? 
16 CMC It came 
on during maneuver? 
25 
Upl ink b .• ckod? 
YES 
SMZA-03-SCl0l-(2) 







Can CMC be 
powered up? 
'YES 
CMC It goes 
out after maneuver? 
NO 
26 • UP TLM -
BLOCK 
CMC lt a ff? 
NO 
YES 
5 Any DSKY 
status It on? 
NO 
9 Display ALM 
code 
• V5 N9E 
• Perform a c t ion for 1,1,.1,,"---.! 
displa yed alarm 
RESTART It on? 
_____ _,NO 
18 T6 COUNTER 
OR CMC FAIL 
DETECTOR FAILED 
21 • OPTICS 
ZERO - ZERO 
CMC It off? 
NO 
RESTART 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 





This Rl readout i ndicates no 
CMG FAIL signal to CMG. 
Su bsequent CMG mal!unction . 
i ndication from unaffected CMC 
light . 
If the LEB CMG It. is on. all 
gyro to r quing and PIPA capa-
bili ty lost. CMC monitor and 
control of both TVC and Entry 
lost. 
If DSKY will not accept inputs, 
force a res tart by simultane-
ously pressing RESET and 
MARK REJECT pb's. 
0 Transient condition could have 
existed in either CMG or C/W 
system . 0 Do not use CMC control for 
'attitude maneuvers. 
0 RCS DAP unusable since T6 
counter controls OAP jet 
firing times. 
0 TVC OAP and auto optics 
positioning test. 
@ Optics/CMG interface . 
Use alternate LOS marking 
routine (P53, P54) 
® CMG uplink un~sable . 
@ IMU cannot be fine aligned. 
@ !MU cannot be coarse aligned. 
Align by cagin g and/or fine 
align. CMC attitude error 
display lost in axis. 
'1::'\ IMU useable as attitude 
\:.::I reference only. 
@ cMC unusable. 
SM-2A-1604B 
Page _;A _____ _ 
SYMPTOM 
1 • SC CONT-
1-..:...-+llli. 
._"'_-_-_-_-_-:,_-_-:._-:_-:_~ • G&N PWR -.e.Q 
155 
RED 
light on if: 
PIPA FAIL during thrusting 
IMU FAIL 
ICDU FAIL 
PIPA FAIL if: 
No PIPA pulses fo r 312 .5µ 
seconds, both + & - pulses , I 
or a long time (1 .28 to 
3.84 sec) without at least 
one + and one - pulse. 
IMU foil if: 
Any gimbol servo error 
>2.9 milliradions for 2 sec 
o r more, loss of 3200 cps 
power , or loss of gyro 
wheel power, 
ICDU foil if: 
Fine error>l .O VRMS, 
coarse error>25 VRMS, 
read counter limit cycle 
> 150 cps , cos (8 - ¢)< 
2.0V, or +14V power 
supply failure . 
I G&N 
• COND LAMPS -
...Q!::i 
Both 155 It on? 
YES 
5 • G&N PWR -
QE£ 
13 IMU foil ck 
• VlNl0E 
30E 
0,2,4,6 in A of Rl? 
NO 
SMZA-03-SCl0l-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
0,2,4,6 in A of Rl? YES 
NO 
14 Stob loo ck 
• Estoblish ott hold 
• FDAI SEL- ~ 
• V16N20E 
FDAI No. 1 and Rl, 
R2, R3 stable? 
YES 





18 • V16N20E 
FDAI No. I lotal 
att and Rl, R2, 
R3 agree? 
22 
TEMP 1-..i....;.c.c.:.;..:;;.:;;,;,.:.::...-l y ES 1-----~ 
YELLOW 
Light on i( 
1 MU temperature is out of 
limits <126or >134° F. , 
GIMBAL LOC K 11----1~ 
YE LLOW 
Light on if: 
MGA>70° 
Basic Date 
FORM 2997-E New 11•67 
NOTE : G&N 
performance will 
be unaffected by 
IM U temp out-of-
to lerance for at 
least: 15 ·Min. 
Critical maneuvers 
con be continued 
within this time. 
Na. 1 FDAI stoble 
when compared w ith 
No. 2 or visual cues? 
NOL-______________ " 







• RSET pb-~ 
• Realign IMU 
(P51 etc) 
------








Sub sequen t ISS malfunction 
indications from unaffected ISS 
l ight. 
ISS malfunction indication lost 
from this warning light . 
PIPA failure durin g AVG will 
caus e an ISS light which will be 
extinguished at the termination 
of AVG. 
CMC monitor and contr ol of 
both TVC and entry lost. 
Affects issuance ·of an ISS light 
command. 
Sub sequent indications of an 
I SS failu re lost. 
CMC/IMU atti tude interface 
l ost. !MU may be used as a 
total attitude reference only. 
0 This Rl readout indicates IMU 
temp within limits . 
0 All !MU temp abnormal indic-
tions lost. Temp available 
from MSFN on l y. 
0 IMU t.emp abnormal indication 
available from unaffect~d DSKY. 
0 Assumes nor mal operation of 
No. l FDA! has been verified. 
0 I MU may be used as long as 
FDA! No. 1 indicates that the 
IMU is s table, 
0 lMU in coarse a lig~ and_must be 
real igned to a new 1nert1al 
reference. 












or VOLTAGE FAIL 
Y ELLOW 
Light on if: 
Optics CDU foiled 
Basic Date 
FORM 2997•£ New 11•67 
SM2A-03-SC101-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
DSKY blank 
~--➔.,.;;except stat Its? 





7 lamp test 
• V35E 
RESTART It on, both 
DSKYS ? 









• MSFN contoctreq pus - RESET and 
• V74E fN~Oa/._ ________ -.i!:_MA~R~K..!!R5_;EJ!_Jpi:!;b'..,__..fi1<....~r 
After 1 1/2 min, RESTART It off? 
• V36E 
• RSET pb - E YES 
RES TART It off? G& N ;~!~~ 
L.Y..:E.:.S _________ ~ SSR- 3 i..------' 
2 o RSET pb - e 
1,-,:.:;;;_ __________________ "1: c:~;i:i:i;peration 
NO 
3 Attempt reset 
• RSET pb -~ 




6 TRAC KER LT 
RELAY FAILED 
CLOSED 
9 • OPT MODE -
MAN 
TRACKER It on ? 
NO 
during zero mode? 
YES 
• OPT M ODE -
CMC 
o V41 N91E 
o LOAD 8 .4 ° SHAFT 
and 4.4° TRUN ~ 
o V16 N 91E 
Opti cs drive to 
angles loaded? 
NO 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 If PROG lt on, display the a l arm 
code and perform the required 
action before proceeding. 
0 Restarts at a higher rate than 
~ 1 /sec will trigger CMC light. 
Restarts at a rate higher than 
~1/2 second wil l sustain CMC 
lig ht. 
@ Restart indication available 
from unaffected DSKY. 
0 Recurring restarts at a rate 
insufficient to trigger CMG 
light. 
© A ll CMC functions l ost. 
0 Light significant only during 
optics use. 
@ TRACKER lt occurs if a 
mark is made during an 
ICDU transient, 
0 This R l readout indicates an 
OCDU failed. 
0 T r acker abnormal indications available from unaffected 
DSKY only. 
© All tracker abnormal 
indications lost. 
© Transient abnorma l condition. 
0 Use a lternate IMU alignment 
program (P53 and P54). ISS 
and CMC unaffected. 




11.--. -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -
~-~ -_ -_ --P=R=O=G====;-!---M-:c"'::'.og~sPLAY ALM 
• V5 N9E (if 
necessary) YELLOW 
Light on if: 
CMC program alarm or by 
bod PIPA reading during 
nonthrustlng modes . 
' 12 ALARM CODES 
• Record a Im code 
Rl ,R2, R3 oll zeros? 
1 01103 ,___._I--~ 
Unused CCS branch executed 
I 
-2nd job attempts go to sl~ep via DSKY prog 
01207 i 
No vacant areas ovoi lable for ~arks 
01210 
DSKY alarm during internal use 
01502 1---,1;..------' 
IIIOAOI use of flashing display I 
SMZA-03-SCl0l-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
1-Y.:..:E:.:S ________ _...~2~"'Co,..,m,:..p_or_e.,.D_S.,.KY_'_•l~N20:::_-M~3 PROG ALM 
PROG It on, both RELAY FAILED 





CMC SELF TEST 
00205 




1ss TURN ON not present for 90 sec 
00213 
IMU not operating with turn 
en request 
Basic Date 
FORM 299'7•£ New 11•67 
CMC SELF TEST 
1 or 5 in A of Rl 
for 90 sec ofter 
G/ N IMU PWR-
on (up)? 




Change Pate ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Program a larm indication 
available from other DSKY. 
0 Program alarms are of 3 
classes : 
Main alarm - Alarm code 
displayed. Program halts 
awaiting crew action. 
b. Side alarm - Alarm code 
not displayed. Program 
continues. 
Restart alarm - Alarm 
code not displayed. Pro-
gram executes a restart. 
CMC can store multiple alarms. 
First a larm appears in Rl; 
second in R2; last in R3. A 4 
in A of R3 indicates more than 
3 alarms. 
©Program Alarm it failed on , 
Program alarm indications 
available by keying VS N9E. 
0 Assumed to have occurred 
without an ISS light. 
0 This RI readout checks the 
presence of a turn-on request 
from the IMU. 
0 The Rl readout checks the 
presence of an lMU operate 
discrete from the IMU . 
SM-2A-1606B 
Page -◄~""""7.,__ _ 
SMZA-03-SCl 01-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK ~ -------.. SYMPTOM PROCEDURE REMARKS 
Qfill. 
ALARM CODES (CONl) 
00211 










1 • RSET pb -
~ 
00217 1----------------------"'1 • Reinitiate current prog 
Bad return from 
STALL routine 
01105 
Downlink Too Fast 
01106 




Thrust Too low For 




3 • THC-CW 
• Monitor EMS & 
Tot Att for Normal 
SPS Eng Operation 























Rl - (ERCOUNT) 
R2 - (SCOUNT) 
R3 - (SCOUNT +1) 
V5 N9E 






00002 - CMC 
unusable 
ck .___....,-
• V37E OOE 
• V91E 
FL V05 N0l 
Record 
Rl - (SUM of 
cells) 








Rl - (SKEEP 7) 




•Terminate use of 
CMC 
•Repeat step 7 until 
R2 is 43, then 
terminate (V34E) 
9 •Transmit Bank 
Na. (R2) ta 
MSFN 
•PRO 
•Repeat step 7 until 
· R2 is 43, then 
terminate (V34E) 
Basic Date Change Date ________ _ 
FORM 2997-E New 11-67 
0 00211 will occur only during 
coars e alignment, either by 
an alignment program or by 
DSKY command (V41 N20). 
0 IMU must be aligned by an 
alignment program-i. e., 
by-gyro torquing rather than 
coarse align. 
0 !MU usable only as a back-up 
_ attitude reference, 
0 Downlink data transmitted 
at time of alarm may not be 
cprrect. 
Updata must be manually 
verified 
0 Perform subsequent CMC 
ground updates by voice 
link. 
0 Uplink data being sent when 
alarm occurred should be 
retransmitted. 
0 R2 = 00001 for 35-45 MSEC R2 = 00002 for N20 SEC 
R2 = 00003 for N7 SEC 
R2 = 00004 for "'43 SEC 
0 Subsequent use of CMC 
dependent on MSFN evalu-
ation (via downlink) of the 
succeeding steps in 
self-test, 
0 Problem is in erasable 
memory. 
0 Problem ii CMC control problem (00001) or special 
register or central problem 
(00002). 
0 Problem is in fixed memory. 
SM-2A- I 607B 
























FORM 299'1-E New ll-67 
SMZA-03-SCl0l-(2) 








NO PITCH or YAW 
(µ 0 
~ Tronslotion Ix 4 J Jet determination 5 f Jet determination 
ection? I q) Output Input Output Input Chan 5 Jet Chan Chan 6 Jet Chon Y or Z 
7 J Jet determination 
31 31 
00001* 81 q) Output Input 00001* CJ -- 00002* 82 -Chan 5 Dir Jet Chon 00002• C4 - 00004* Dl -
6 Jet determination 31 00010• A4 - 00005 81,Dl X7757 
00005 A3,C3 X7776 00010• D2 -
Output Input 00006 -(2J) A3,C4 X7577 00004' A3 - 00012 82,D2 X7737 
Chan 6 Dir Jet Chan 00011 +(2J) A4,C3 X7677 00012 A4,C4 X7775 00020* Al -31 00140 -(2J) 83,D4 X7577 00020* DJ - 00040* A2 -00146 -(4J) AJ,83, X7577 00040* D4 - 00100• Cl -00006 -z B2,Dl X3777 C4,D4 00100• 83 - 00120 Al,Cl X7757 
00011 +Z B1,D2 X5777 00220 +(2J) 84,DJ X7677 00120 83,DJ Xm3 00200• C2 -00140 -Y A2,Cl X6777 00231 +(4J) A4,84, X7677 00200• 84 - 00240 A2,C2 X7737 00220 +Y Al,C2 X7377 C3,D3 00240 84,D4 X7767 
I ' 
1
,-___ RO_L_L __ l..,a~ Axis of foiled PITCH or Y AWi 
+ I jet? • 
w Initiate OAP 
load 
LllJ Initiate DAP 
load 
• V48E 
FL V04 N46 
• V24E 
1 0 A (C) isolation 
• cb SCS A/C ROLL 
1 (A/C ROLL 2) 
~~:f:ilfcr~n 
only) 
• SCS CHAN A/C 
ROLL - A 
• IBCDE C 
• 01111 E 
• PRO 
I 
e Contoct MSFN 
• V74E (erasable 
dump downlink) 
• Do P27 (as 
necessary) 
• V48E 
FL V04 N46 
• V24E 
11 I 8 (D) isolation 
• cb SCS 8/D ROLL 
1 (8/D ROLL 2) 
~~ f:ir.Ton 
only) 
• SCS CHAN 8/ D 
ROLL - A 
• 18CDE C 
• 11111 E 
• PRO 
13 A (C) isolation 
• cb SCS PITCH 
~~: f:ir.Ton 
only) 
• SCS CHAN PITCH 
A (if jet is A4 or 
- CJ) 
8 (if jet is A3 or 
- C4) 
• 101DE E 
• 11111 E 
• PRO 
~ Complete DAP 
lood 
• V46E 





NO 3 Fresh start 
t--..,.r-e--occurs? 
NO 
Fresh start by V36? 
YES 
1418 (D) isolation 
• cb SCS YAW MNA 
~(RCS foiled 
on only) 
• SCS CHAN YAW -
A (if jet is 83 or 
- D4) 
8 (If jet is 84 or 
- DJ) 
• ll0DE E 





"" CMC FAILED 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
Q Starred (*) outputs are 
sing le jet com mands . 
0 
For RCS failed on, the !ailed 
jet is the indicated jet . For 
output channel failed open, 
the failed jet is the corre-
sponding jet in the rotational 
couple. 
If RI (output chan) contains a 
number not listed, determine 
the failed jet from the R l 
(output) readout when a 
rotation command is given . 
0 In Rl, Bis quads A/C for 
X translation: 
0 - FAIL A/C 
I - USE A/C 
In Rl, C is quad B/D for 
X translation: 
0 - FAIL B/D 
I - USE B/D 
In Rl, D is DAP deadband 
0 - 0, 5• 
I - 5. o• 
E i s the DAP rate 
0 - 0 . 05°/sec 
1 - 0 . 20°/sec 
2 - 0, 5°/sec 
3 - 4. 0°/sec 
In RZ, A is roll selection 
0 - Use B/D 
I - Use A/C 
0 Translation (Y or Z) will 
be single jet and result in 
excessive RCS prplnt 
consumption. 
0 Rotations (pitch or yaw) will 
b e single jet. X translations 
will be 2 jet. 
0 N47 and N48 display other 
DAP para.meters assumed 





State vector and CMC time 
should be updated. All non-
pad-loaded parameters, except 
time & 1tate vector, will be 
properly updated by CMC 
programs in their proper 
sequence as i! CMC has been 
turned ~ when Fresh Start 
Extended V74 permits MSFN to 
examine all pertinent erasable 
locations to determine if any 
parameters need reloading. 
OAP is shut off by Fresh 
s tart &, must be re-initiate d 
b y V46. 
The REFSMMAT flag is res e t 
by Fresh start & the stored 
REFSMMAT may be invalid, so 
PSl &, 52 must be performed. 
All Flagwords are reset by 
Fresh start. The proper flags 
are set a gain by the performance 
of the CMC programs in normal 
s e que nce. 
'I-\ SM-2A-1608B Page ______ _ 






OPERA TI-ONS HANDBOOK 
13 Problem exists 
'----IM in MTVC also? 
NO NO 
16 • SCS CHAN (4) 
- A or 8 YES 
• RHC :-cmd- small 
mnvr in oxis 
Motion rote -
limited? 
Chang e Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Thrust is shut o!! before 
initiating troubleshooting . 
possibl e if redundant BMAG 
place d tn RATE position. 
G) SCS AUTO AV and normal 
MTVC {unctions lost in both 
pitch and vaw. In M TVC, 
the gimbal position directly 
follows the sl'i.ck position 
(no stick integrator) . . 
0 An open rate BMAG may be 
confirmed by null rate 
disp l ays. SGS AUTO AV and 
RATE 2 MTVC lost. SGS 
ball drive lost in ATT 1 
RATE 2 or RATE 2. RSI 
erroneous after. OS G 
un less switched to RAT E L. 
0 SGS AUTO AV lo st if P ITCH 
or YAW. I! ROLL, cont rol 
attitude with DIRECT o r 
ACCEL CMD, 
© SGS AUTO AV capabil ity 
Lost. · · 
0 SGS RATE CMD, -ATT 
HOLD, and proportional 
control lost for affected 
axis, SCS AUTO AV lost 
if PITCH or YAW. 
Translations without /\,TT 0 
HOLD possibl e in MIN 
I MP, Furtl;ier trouble~ . 
shooting not recommended . 
@ ATT I-{OLD
1
capability los t in 
affected axis. SCS AUTO 
tJ.V l ost if PITCH o r YAW. 
@ Fo.r a:-rrected axis: 
ln ATT I RATE 2, ATT 
HOLD a'nd ATT ERROR 
disp la,Y lost. Afler . 05 G , 
SCS FDAI roll att errone-




JI SVMPfOM I - -=--~~. ' · - --~· -- · l"KULtP~_ltt • . .. ·.·,-- . . ·.>~~ · ...... ,. · .. . , 'i ; REMARKS 






• ~•: '-:" 13 ! Auto drive ck 
• llMAG MODE (3) 
• • • RATE2 
ETof"'"": 



















I , ·n" - ----- tm I -.. ,... ,. · ~ 







gj Probl em exists 





Change Date ________ _ 
0 Thrust is shut off befor e 
initiating troubleshooting. 
-~s AUTO AV lost, MTVC 
possible i! redundant BMAG 
placed !n RATE position. 
G) SGS AUTO AV and normal 
MTVC functions lost in both 
pitch and y·aw. In MTVC, 
the ginibat position directly 
follows the et\.ck position 
(no stick integrator). 
0 An open rate BMAG may be 
confirmed by null rate 
displays. SGS AUTO AV and 
RATE 2 MTVG lo,t. SCS 
ball drive Lost in ATT L 
RATE 2 or RATE 2. RSI 
errol'\eous after . 05 G 
unless switched to RATE l. 
0 SCS AUTO /;V lost if PITCH 
or YAW. If ROLL, control 
attitude with DIRECT or 
ACCEL CMD. 
(v SCS AUTb t.V ca~ability 
lost. · 
0 SGS RATE CMD, -ATT 
HOLD, and proportional 
control Lost for affected 
axis. SCS AUTO /J.V lost 
i! PITCH or YAW. 
Trans lations without ,fi.TT C) 
HOLD possible in MIN . 
IMP. Furtti'er tr ouble- -
'shooting not r ecomme nded. 
@ ATT }:\OLD ,capability lost in 
affected axis. SCS AUTO 
AV lost if PITCH or YAW. 
@ Fo-: c1;ifected axis : 
In ATT I RATE 2, ATT 
HOLD and ATT ERROR 
displa)' lost. Afler . OS G, 
SCS FDA! roll att errone-

































APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
1 •DIRECT 
RCS - on (up) 
• Counter SC rates 
'! SCS CHAN (4) -
OFF 
1-,,-_..,...,...-...,...,.,.,---:"'1 NO 









GU I DANCE & CONTROL 
Isolate direct 
•scs CHAN (4) -
}!;_or]._ 
•Counter SC rates 
•DIRECT RCS - OFF 
ecb DIRECT RCS--
(2) -~ 
ecb SCS LOGIC PWR 
1/3 & 1/4 - open 
cb SPS PILOT VLV 
(2) - open 
•Stabi~C 
•RHC's neutral 
•SCS CHAN (4) -
4 Isolate affected 
quads 
• Prplnt isolation 
vlvs - OFF 
(axis of rotation) 
ROLL - ALL 
PITCH - A&C 
YAW - B&D 
t--O_F_F _____ YES 3 HOT SHORT IN 
Rates build up ? DIRECT SYSTEM 
•Turn prop~llant 
isolation vlvs on 
singly to deter-










RCS FAILED ON 











1 March 1968 Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0would occur in FREE mode 
only. 
SM-2A-1533A 
Page ----"-5_-...... 5_6 __ 
I 






Input chon check 
• SC CONT • CMC 
• CMC MODE---
FREE 
e SCS/HAND CONT 
PWR • BOTH 









15 Output chon 
check 
• VI lNl0E 
5E 




• MAN A TT • A CC 
CMD (in oxi,-)-
•sc CONT - ill 
•RHC 'S & THC· 




• SCS CHAN A/C 
ROLL· Off. 
• cb SCS B/D ROLL 
2MNA-~ 
• SCS CHAN BID 









+ ROLL - - X7757 
• ROLL X7737 
+ PITCH X7776 
• PITCH X7775 
+ YAW X7773 
• YAW X7767 
TRANSLATION 
+ X X7677 
• X X7577 
+ Y X7377 
• Y X6777 
+ Z X5777 
-z xam 
THC No. 1 
short ck 
•SCS/HAND CONT 
PWR • 2 
X7777 in Rl? 
YES 







00000 in Rl? 
YES 
19 cb SCS PITCH 
(YAW) MNA-
~ 







(A4 OR CJ IF PITCH) 
(83 OR D4 IF YAW) 
DRIVER 
FAILED ON 
(Bl OR 82) 
(Dl OR D2) 
quod D 
• cb SCS BID ROLL ,__YE_S ___ ~ 
2MNA-~ 





THC No, 2 












(A3 OR C4 IF PITCH) 
(84 OR DJ IF YAW) 
26 
CMC QUAD FAIL 
• ~C~~:A~7?f> NO 
ROLL -A then Qff~~--------..i 
Jet fires? 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 An R L o( X7777 indicates no jet 
commands into CMC. 
0 Opening the appropriate SCS cb 
will disable a pair of thrusters 
for all auto coil operation. 
0 Rep lac e all references to B / 0 
wi lh A / C. 
SM-2A· 1534A 
Page ______ _ 
SMZA .. 03-SC 101-(2) 














FORM 2997•E New 11•67 
GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION 
7 Check OAP 




sus ected chan 
•SCS CHAN A C 
ROLL - OFF 
•SCS CHANS/ D 
ROLL -A 
ecb SCS B/ D ROLL 1 
MNA-~ 
ecb SCS 8D ROLL 2 
MNB - open 





22 • SCS CHAN 
B/ D ROLL 
- B 





Input chan check 
• DIRECT RCS -
on (up) 





FREE . · 
•V11N10E 
5E 
• RHC - CMD + & -
(In axis) 
• Verify R 1 readout 
+ PITCH 00005 
- PITCH 00012 
+ YAW 00120 
- Y W 00240 
Rl correct? 
YES 
14 • cb SCS 
PITCH (YAW) 
• SCS ~::N-plffii 
(YAW) -A 





16 • SCS CHAN 
PITCH (YAW) 
- B 





20 • SCS CHAN 
B/D ROLL 
- B 
• RHC -CMD + & -
ROLL 
NO 




• RHC - CMD + & -
ROLL 
• Verify R 1 readout 
(AC) 00120 
+ ROLL (BO) 00005 
(AC) 00240 
- ROLL (BO 00012 
Rl correct? ,._Y'-"E"'S _____ _ 
15 • SCS CHAN 
PITCH (YAW) NO 
- .l 








CMC QUAD FAIL 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 CMD RC_S maneuvers within soft 
stop regJon. 
0 Us e alternate RHC . For failed 
RHC, attitud e hold una ff ected, but 
plplnt cont, ace cmd, min imp and 
CMG manual control lost, Dir ect 
unaffected but BMAC caging signal 
lost. 
0 RCS thrusters controlled by 
affected channel lost for CMC 
manual modes . 
0 Affected thruster lost for a..11 auto 
coil operation. 
0 Assumes B/D Roll is suspected. 
For troubleshooting AC Roll, 
replace all referenc(;!s to B/D 
withA/C. 
0 CMG B,CS operation lost for 
affected thrusters. 
0 Di.[ect wiaffected but affected a.xis 
los~ £or all a uto coil operation, 
SM-2A-1602 


























• THC-CMD + &· - X 








Check DA P doto load 
• V48E 
FLV04N46 
• MIN IMP CONT -
repeat mnvr 
• SCS CHAN (4) - Q£f 
• SC CONT - CMC 
• CMC MODE - ..E&.Ef 
• RHC 's & THC • IWllr.ol 
• MIN IMP CONT - neutral 
•vllNl0E --
32E 






SMZA-03-SC 10 1-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION 
Input check 
• DIRECT RCS • on (up) 
• SCS CHAN (4) • OFF 
• SC CONT -~ 
• CMC MODE - £1!.ll. 




• THC·CMO. + & - In ox is 
• VERIFY Rl READOUT 
+ X X7677 
- X X7577 
+ Y X7377 
- Y X6777 
+ Z X5777 













12 Output chon check 
•Vl 1N10E 
6, 
•THC-Cmd + & - (In axis) 






















• SC CONT-ID 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
A or B 



















MIN IMP cmd check 
• MIN IMP CONT -
CMD + & - in axis 
• VERIFY Rl readout 
+ ROLL XXX57 
- ROLL XXX37 
+ PITCH XXX76 
- PITCH XXX75 
+YAW XXX73 
- YAW XXX67 
Rl correct? 
NO 
CMC QUAD FAIL 
In axis 
YES • SCS CHAN· A 
• RHC-CMD + &· 
lv\otion normal? 
NO 
7 • SC CONT - SCS 
•MANATT - MIN.IMP (in axis) 












0 Trans lati on lost in CMG modes 




If hand control power not at 
~ - one RHC will also be 
lost. 
Affected thruster lo st for all 
auto coil operation. 
An R l of XXX77 indicates no 
input c;ommands to CMG. 
0 CMG MIN IMP lost. SCS MIN 
IMP availabl e with RHC in LEB. 
SM-2A-1603 
Page ______ _ 
SYMPTOM 



























SMZA-03-SC 10 1-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION 
1 •SC CONT-~ 
CMC in stby? 
NO 
Power up 
• Perform CMC 
power up (POS) 




0, 1, 4 or 5 in 
A of Rl? 
" _________ _,YES 
Any DSKY 
status It on? 
YES 
10 Display ALM code 
eV05N09E 
• Perform action for 
displayed alarm 
RESTART It on? 












13 IMU foil check 14 Stab loop check 
•V0lNl0E • Esteb I ish ott hold 
30E :t~t~lg}-!13 
FDAI NO, 1 end 




155 It still on? 
NO 
• Perform CMC se If 
check (SSR-1) 
13 Scaler foil check 
•V15 Nl0E 
3E 
LSD change ~ 








FDAI NO, 1 total 















Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 This Rl readout indicates no CMC 
FAIL signal to CMG, 
0 Subsequent CMC malfunction indi-
cation from unaffected CMC Ji ght. 
01{ DSKY will not accept inputs, 
force a r estart by simultaneously 
pressing RESET and MARK 
REJECT pb' s , 
0 All CMC functions lost. 
0 Transient condition could have 
existed in either CMG or C/W 
system. 
0 Compl e te identification of sub-
sequent failures impossible. 
Partial identification from 
DSKY status lights . 
0 Subsequent ISS malfunction indica-
tions from unaffected ISS light. 
0 ISS malfunction indication lost 
from this warning light. 
0 PIPA failure during AVG will cause an ISS light which will be 
extinguished at the termination 
of AVG. 
0cMC monitor and control of both 
TVC and entry lost. 
0 Affects issuance o! an ISS light 
command. 
0 Subsequent indications of an ISS 
failure lost. 
0 IMU may be u~e<l as a total atti-
tude refer e nce only. 
SM-2A-1604 
Page ______ _ 
SYMPTOM 
SMZA-03-SC 101-(Z) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HAN DB OOK 
PROCEDURE 
GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION 
7 
[=JEMP t--+---~L--At-'t•_m_p_t _r•_se_t----4 NO __ ,n_p-ut-c-ha_n_c_h_•c_k-t ES 
~ RSETpb-flill:! :V11N10E, 30E 
0, 1,2,3 in A of Rl? 
4 Output chan check 
•V1 1N10E , 11E 
1,3,5 , 7 in D of Rl ? 
10 
YELLOW NO 
Na. l FDAI 





to reduce MGA 
NOTE: G&N performance will 
be unaffected by IMU temp 
out-of- tolerance for at least: 
RNDZ - TBD min 
ENTRY - TBD min 
SPS - TBD min 
Crltical maneuvers can be continued 
wi thin this time 
Grass drift check MSF N re parts 
Na. 1 FDA I dri fting cam-
IRIG & PIPA 













eRSET pb - f1!lli 
eRealign IMU (P51 etc) 










NO 10 Program 
(UNLIT DS KY) 
runn ing ? 
YES 
12 Attempt fresh start • Simultaneously . 
• V36E NO push-RESET and NO 
• RESET b- .!!ili i----- --..._ __ MA_RK_RE_J ___ _[------,11.r-
RESTART It off? RESTART It off? 
y~ y~ 
At tempt reset 
• RSET pb - PUSH 
NO 
TRACKER It OFF? 
YES 
OCDU FAIL 
DETECTOR FA ILED 
Compare DSKY~ 
TRAC KER It on 
both DSKYS? 
NO 
eVll Nl0E , 30E 
YES 
0,2, 4 or 6 in C of 
Rl? 
YES NO 
Basic Date Change Date ________ _ 
FORM 2991-E New 11-67 
REMARKS 
G) This R l 1·eadout indicates IMU 
temp withi n limits , 
G) All IMU temp. abnorma l ind i c -
tion s lust . 
0 I MU t e mp abnormal indicati on 
availabl e from unaffected DSKY . 
0 Transien t abnormal condit ion. 
0 Assumes norma l operation of 
No. 1 F D AI has been verified. 
0 !MU tenip available Crom MSFN 
only . 
0 IMU unusabl e 
0 IMU in coarse align and must be 
realigned to a n ew inertial 
refe r e n ce. 
G) Res tarts at a higher rate t han 
• 09 pulses/sec will trigge r CMC 
light . Restarts at a rate hi .1,the r 
t han • 06 pulses/ sec w ill sust a in 
CMG lig ht . 
0 R e s tar t i n dication availabl e fr om 
unaffected DSK Y. 
0 Recur r ing re s tart s at a rate 
ins ufficient to trip CMC light. 
0 All CMC !unctions lost. 
0 L i g_ht significant o nl y pu r in g 
o pt i cs use. 
@ Tracke r abn ormal indi cations 
availabl e from unaffec t ed DSK Y 
only . 
0 All tracker a bnormal i ndicati on s 
lost. 
0 Transient abno r mal condi tion, 
0 Should be indicat ion by oth e r 
lights: Perform CMC self test 
per SSR-1. 
Q Use a l ternate IM U a li gnment 
prog r am (P53 and P54). ISS a nd 
CMC unaffected. 
SM-2A-1605 
Page ______ _ 
SYMPTOM 
YELLOW 














SMZA. .. 03-SC 101-m 




I • RSET pb - eJ.!lli NO 
PROG It off? 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION 
• Teqninote a nd 
reinitiate YES 
Prog It on both 
DSKYS? 
YES 
current program _____ _, 
CMC SELF TEST 
NO 
Continue normal 
'------ N-___. qperat ion 








Coarse Align Error 
002 12 
PIPA Foi l 
Basic Dat e 
CMC SELF TEST 
3 • Continue a lign 
• Record gyro 




• Perform fine 
a lign check 
in P52 or P54 
Change Date --..--------
REMARKS 
17\ P rogram a larms a1·e of 3 classes: 
~ a. Main alarm - Alarm code 
displayed. Program halts 
awaiting crew action. 
b. Side a l arm - Alarm code not 
dis played. P1·ogram 
continues. 
c , Restart alarm - Alarm c od e 
n ot displayed , Program 
executes a :restart. 
CMC can store multipl e alarms. 
First a l arm appears in Rl; 
second ~n RZ; last in R3. A4 i n 
A or R 3 indicates more than 
3 alarms. 
(":;\ P r ogram alarm indication avail-
\:.,/ abl e fr om other DSKY. 
0 All progran1 alarm indica t ions lost . 
f'7'\ Assumed to have occurred with-
~ out an I SS light. 
0 002 11 will onl y occur during 
coarse alignment, either by 
an alignm ent progra m or by 
DSKY command (V4 1N20). 
0 IMU m u st be a ligned by an align-
ment prog i.e. , by gyro torquing 
ra ther than coarse align. 
SM-2A-1606 
Page ______ _ 
SYMPTOM 
ALARM CODES (CONT) 
I I ~, IMU Not Opr With 
Turn on Req TBD 
00213 
01105 
Downlink Too Fast 
SMZA-03-SC 10 1-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 





•RSET pb -E 
YES 











and thrust as 
necessary 



























FORM 299'1 .. E New I , .. 97 
CMC UNUSABLE 
A arm reoccurs? 
NO 
Record : 










If SCOUNT is: 
00001 - CMC 
suspect 






FL V05 N0l 
Record 
Rl - (No. of cells) 
R2 - (Bonk No.) 
4 •V0l N0lE 
1374E 
•Record 




R 1 - (SK EEP 7) 




•Terminate use of 
CMC 
9 •Transmit Bonk 
No. (R2) to 
MSFN 
•PRO 
• Repeat step 7 until 
R2 is 43, then 
terminate (V34E) 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Downlink data transmitted at 
time of aJarm may not be 
correct. 
Updata must be manually 
verified or loaded. 
0 Perform subsequent CMC 
ground updates by voice link. 
0 Uplink data being sent whe n 
alarm occurred should be 
retransmitted. 
0 If CMG light is ON, proceeding 
beyond this point is a crew 
option. 
0 Problem is in erasable 
memory. 
0 Problem is CMC control 
problem (00001) or special 
register or central problem 
(00002). 
0 Problem is in fixed memory, 
0 R2 = 00001 for 35-45 MSEC R2 = 00002 for -.. 20 SEC 
R2 = 00003 for -.. 7 SEC 
RZ = 00004 for -.. 43 SEC 
SM-2A-1607 
Page ______ _ 
SPECIAL 







FORM 2997- E New 11 - 67 
SM2A-03-SC 101-(Z) 
-APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
GUI DANCE & NAVIGATION 
Rotation? YES Ax is? 
NO PITCH or 
YAW 
5 Translation Jet determination Jet determination 
direction? 
OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT 
Yor Z X CHAN5 DIR JET CHAN 31 CHAN 6 DIR JET CHAN 31 
00001 * +P C3 00001 * +R 81 
00002* -P C4 00002* -R 82 
00010* -P A4 00004* +R 01 
00005 +P A3,C3 57776 00005 +R 
00004* +P A3 00010* -R 
00012 -P A4,C4 57775 00012 -R 
00020* +Y 03 • 00020* +R 00040* -Y 04 00040* -R 
00100* +Y 83 00100* +R 
00120 +Y 83, 03 57773 00120 +R 
00200* -Y 84 00200* -R 
00240 -Y 84,04 57767 00240 -R 
Jet determination 
6 Jet determination 
OUTPUT INPUT 
CHAN6 DIR JET CHAN 31 
00006 -z 81,02 53777 
00011 +Z 82, 01 55777 
00140 -Y A2, C1 56777 
00220 +Y A1,C2 57377 




A or C 
Failed jet in quad? 
B or D 
10 A (C) isolation 
• cb SCS AC ROLL 1 
(AC ROLL 2) 
MNA-~ 
• SCS CHAN A/C 
ROLL - A 
• IVWXYE -
• 01 lllE 
• PRO 
11 
• cb SCS bd ROLL 1 
(BO ROLL 2) 
MNA-~ 
• SCS CHAN B/ 0 
ROLL- A 
• IVWXYE-
• 111 llE 
• PRO 















• SCS CHAN PITCH 
A (if jet is A4 or 
- C3) 
B (if jet is A3 o, 
- C4) 
• 101XYE 













A3, B3 , C4, 04 57577 
B4, 03 57677 
A4, B l , C3, 03 57677 
14 B (D) isolation 
ecb SCS YAW MNA 
~ 
•SCS CHAN YAW -
f! ( if jet is B3 or 
D4) 
B (if jet is B4 or 
- D3) 
• I I0X YE 
11111E 
PRO 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 S tarred (t.: ) outputs are sing l e 
jet commands . Fo r the fail ed 
jet, isol a te indicated jet . 
In R l , X i s DAP dead band 
0 - o. 5 • 
I - 5. 0 ' 
Y is th e DA P rate 
0 - 0,05'/sec 
1 - O. 20°/sec 
2- 0. 5°/sec 
3 - ·4 . 0'/scc 
In R l, V is quads A /C for X 
t rans lat i on: 
0 - F AIL A /C 
l - USE A/C 
In R l , Wis quad B/D fo r X 
t rans lation 
0 - FAIL B /D 
l - US E B/ D 
0 Trans l at ion (Y o r Z ) w ill be 
s ing l e j e t and result in 
excessive RCS pr plnt 
co nsumpti on . 
0 Rotatio ns (pitch o r yaw ) will be 
s ingl e jet. X trans lat ions will 
be 2 jet . 
0 N47 and N48 d ispl a y oth er DA P 
pa rame te r s a ssum e d to be 
correct . 
SM- 2A-1608 






FORM 2997•E New I 1•87 
SMZA-03-SC 101-(2) 










•SC CONT - SCS 
•MANATT (3f7" 
ACCEL CMD 
• THC - neutral 
,scs/ HAN0 CONT 
A~::t:,t~~rroll ~ NO 
YES 
19 A/ C check 
ecb SCS A/CROLL 
I MNA-~ 
ecb SCS A/C ROLL 
2MNB -~ 
•SCS CHAN A/ C 
ROLL - NO 
A then OFF, 
.tthen OFF 
• cb SCS B/D ROLL 
IMNA-~ 
ecb SCS BID ROLL 
2MNB-~ 
•SCS CHAN BID 
ROLL -
A then OFF, 
!then OFF 
PROCEDURE 
Jet fires when CHAN 
sw on? 
BOTH A AND B 
POSITION 
13 RHC short check 
• SCS/HAND CONT 
PWR -! 
•SCS CHAN -A 
then OFF -
(affected axis) 
Jet fires again? 
YES 
16 
• ~CS/HAND CONT NO 
PWR - 2 
• scs CHAN -A 
then OFF -
(affec~ axis) 
Jet fires again? 
YES 
20 B/D check 
ecb SCS 8/D ROLL 
I MNA-~ 
• cb SCS 8/D ROLL 
2MNB-~ 
•scs CHAN 8/D 
ROLL -
A then OFF , 
Ithen OFF 
18 
BMAG NO . 2 
FAILED 
HARDOVER 
pos ition that 
caused RCS firing? 
RHC NO . 2 
BREAKOUT 
SHORT 
RHC NO . I 
BREAKOUT 
SHORT 






• Repeat step 19 or 
20 that caused 
Jets fire? NO 26 
AAND .Ii 
27 
• SCS/HAND CONT 
PWR - I 
• scs CHAN B/D 
ROLL -
A then OFF, 
~els fire ? 
YES 
RHC NO . I 
BREAKOUT 
SHORT 




lsolpte failed RHC 
•SCS/ HAND CONT 
PWR - (operoble 
RHC) 
1 March 1968 Change Date 
cp 
4 Affec ted axis 
• BMAG MODE -
RATE 2 
6 Affected axis 





• cb PITCH (YAW) 
MNA(B)-~ 
• SCS CHAN PITC, I 
(YAW) - B (A) 
cp 
15 lsolatefailedRHC 
• SCS/ HAND CONT 




SCS ROLL cb 
REMARKS 
0 If fai lure is in ROLL or YAW after .0SG, GDC 
driven ball w ill spin up. 
(i) Attitude hold lost in 
- affected axis. SCS AUTO 
D.V lo st if PITCH or YAW. 
If ROL L, control attitude 
by DIRECT or ACCEL CMD. 
0 If failure is in ROLL or YAW 
after .0SG, RSI will spin up . 
0 A ll SCS c b's a r e assumed c l osed un l ess stated rn., 
0 Di r ec t not affected. 
0 ACCF. I. CMD lost unl<•ss j<•ls 
a r t' inhibhl•d by <:b a t· tiun. 
ln ROL l. , opposite quad " 
pair m; ty bl' ust•d for~ 
~-
0 Di11 e ct sw i tc hes in affected RHC still funct i onal. O ne 
RHC wil l be lost. However, 
RATE CMD mod e with fail<'d 
RHC still possibJ,, wh,•n 
b r eakout switches c losed in 
same ax is by ope r a ble RHC . 
NOTE: J f RHC # I b r eakou t 
found shorted, anal og SCS 
TLM pwr may be resto r ed 
by l ockin~ RHC # I and 
plac ing SCS/HAND CONT 
PW R at HOTH. 
0 ACCEL ( MD lost in both 
PITC H an d YAW . 
0 ACCEL C M[, lust fur afft•ct<•d 
RO L L CHAN (.-\/Cur ll/D). 





SM2A-03-SC 101.- (2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Ep rp ~ 3 2 PITCH (YAW) C!p e cb SCS PITCH 
l22J Troubleshooting (YAW) MNA -
Configuration ~ 34 I 1solote foiled jet 
• SC CONT - SCS 
• SCS CHAN PITCH ecb PITCH (YAW) 
INO. 
(YAW) -~ then p.pi ~ •M.AN ATT (3>-°" OFF DRIVER AMP MNA(B)-~ ACCEL CMD • Stab ii ize SC FAILED ON • SCS CHAN PITCH 
• THC - neutral (YAW) - B (A) 
•SCS/ HAND CONT 
• SCS CHAN PITCH 
PWR - BOTH 
(YAW) -_!then 
OFF 
Affected a xis rol I? • Stab ilize SC ~ YES Je ts fire ? 




~ A AND B t •MANATT - MIN 
IMP (in axis) 
• SCS CHAN PITCH ~ (YAW) -
A then OFF, • SCS/ HAND CONT 
.!!_ then OFF PWR - 1 
Je ts fire continuously t--:--. 
• Momentarily place 
~ THC NO. 2 CHAN sw at posi- NO 
when CHAN sw ON? A lion that caused ,_. SYSTEM 
48 A/ C check OR~ jet firing 
POWER ON 
NO SHORT 
• cb SCS A/ CROLL Jets fire again? 
1 MNA -KR 
• cb SCS A C ROLL 
L {ES 
2MNB-~ 
• SCS CHAN A7C 
ROLL - ~ A then OFF, A OR!! 
..!!._ then OFF • SCS/HAND CONT 
~ PWR - 2 NO THC NO . 2 Jets fire? •Momentarily place 
1 ......... 
SYSTEM 
NO CHAN swat posi- POWER ON 
tian that caused SH ORT 
jet firing 
50 B/ D check -Jets fire again? 
<i:) • cb SCS B/D ROLL 
~ rs~ 1 MNA - open • • cb SCS B/D7fDLL ~ 2 MNB - open ' 
•SCS CHANB,7D A ~ 
•SCS/HAND CONT 
I~ DRIVER I; DRIVER LOGIC ROLL - FAILED FAILED OPEN PWR - operable 
A then OFF, 
I ON 
( 64) THC system 
B then OFF 
Jets fire? 
l NO 
§] eJ !~Original N0•1Gr1 SC cont mode 
•MANATT ROLL - • cb SCS B/D ROLL SCS ? 
MIN IMP 1 MNA-~ r sq) TBD ecb SCS A/CROLL •cb SCS B/D ROLL 
~ 1 MNA-ffc NO 2MNB - ~ ecb SCS A C ROLL , ___ •SCS CHAN B D ~ 2MNB -~ RO LL -
•SCS CHAN At C A then OFF, • MAN ATT - RATE ~ ROLL - !l__ the n OFF CMD (affec t~ TOTAL ERROR 
A then OFF, axis) 
YES AMP, SW ITCHING 
Jets fire ,_. 
.!!_ then OFF c ontinuousl y? • RHC - neutral 
AMP , RATE LOOP 
• Affected SCS OR ATTITUDE LOOP 
Jets fi re AOR!l__ !~AND !l__ CHAN·AorJl. 
FAILED HARDOVER 
continuousl y? 
I A AND B Jets fire ? C!p AOR..B. 
INO 
58 B/D check £1 
ecb SCS B/D ROLL 
RHC 
PROPORTIONAL 
1 MNA -/fiTc ~ CONTROL FAILED 
ecb S ~S B ROLL 
l&J HARDOVER 2MNB-~ 
•SCS CHAN B7 D 
~ 
•SCS/ HAND CONT 
ROLL - PWR · l 
A then OFF, 
~ • Repeat ste p 51 or lliJ THC NO. 2 !_ then OFF step 52 that caused 
~ 
SYSTEM 
Jets fire ~ DRIVER LOGIC jet firing POWER ON 
continuously? FAILED OPEN SHORT 
R64) Roi I rotes increase ? 18 OR.Jl. (!;) l NO G) 
~ BUFFER AMP OR ~ THC NO. 1 [ill 
MIN IMP SYSTEM ~ • SCS/ HAND CONT 
CIRCUITRY FAILED POWER ON PWR - operable 
HARDOVER SHORT THC system 
1 March 1968 Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
@ All SCS cb's assumed 
closed unl ess stated open. 
0 Direct not affected . 
~ Use unaffected axis for two -
\!.:,/ jet ullage . Contro l attitude 
using RHC. 
@ No r mal o perations fo r 
ACCE L CMD and CMC 
modes. For RATE CMD 
or MIN I MP, i sol ate fa iled 
jet as i n step JI , 
(;;\ One RHC will be lost. 
\!.:.J Howeve r, RATE CMD mode 
with failed RHC still 
possible when breakout 
switch c l osed i n same axis 
by ope rab le RHC . 
NOTE: If R HC #1 breakout 
sw found shorted , analog 
SCS TLM pwr m ay be 
r estored by locking RHC H l 
and placing SCS/HAND 
CO NT P WR a t BOTH. 
~ A pplicable to RA TE CMD 
\:.;) only . 
@ scs RATE CMD, ATT 
HO L D, a n d pro po r tion a l cont 
lost fo r affec ted axis. SCS 
AUTO t;. V l ost if P ITCH or 
YAW, but o perable i n ROLL 
if CHAN switch placed at 
ACCEL CMD. Translations 
w ithou t ATT HOL D po s sibl e 
in MIN IMP. Furthe r 
troubl e shoot ing not 
recomm ended 
@ No M T VC capab ility. RATE 
CM D lost in affe cted axi s . 
ATT HOLD poss ib l e if RHC's 
l ocked (o r neutra l) o r SCS/ 
HAND CONT P WR - OFF. 
Disabl e a ffe cted CHAN if 
DIREC T used. 
@ RA TE CMD and MIN IMP 
los t fo r ROLL for a ll quads . 
X-AXIS t r ans lations and 
bl V ' s must b e with ro ll con -
trol by ACCEL CMD or 
DIRE CT (RO L L CHAN (2) -
OFF ). 
SM-ZA-1535 










FORM 299'7• E New l 1•61 
SM2A-03-SC 101-(2) 
APOLLO OPER ATIONS HANDBOOK 
Alternate RHC 
•SCS/ HAND CONT 
PWR - BOTH 
In axi.s: 
•SCS CHAN - ~ 
ar B 
• MANATT - ACCEL 
CMD --
•Alternate RHC -





a I tern ate mode 
YES 




In a x is 
•MANATT - RATE 
CMD - -
• Original RHC -







SW ITCH O R 
GATE FAILED 





(CR18 or 19 OPEN) 
10 In a xis 
...-9...--D-ir_e,..ct-io_n_s_--,i-;...N~O;.;N..;;E:_ _______ --I~ ~~~ A TT - R_A_T_E 







suspe ct chan 
• SCS CHAN A/ C 
ROLL - QEf 
• SCS CHAN B/D 
ROLL - A 
• cb SCS 8/D ROLL 
1 MNA-~ 
• cb SCS B/D ROLL 
2MNB -~ 











LOG IC O PEN 
(09) 
• SCS CHAN 8/D 
BOTH RO LL - B 
RHC - CM D + & -
ROLL 
Motion d irec t ions? 
ONE 
22 
• SCS CHAN B/D 
ROLL - position 
O N E OR NONE 
tha t had on I y one 
di rec t ion of 
• SCS CHAN B/D 
ROLL - B 
• RHC - CMD + & -
ROLL 
Motion direc tions? 
BOTH 
ro ta t ion 
• MAN ATT ROLL -
RATE CMD 












or use unoffec ted 
RO~ L CHAN 
9 




Procedures would be 
entered if a maneuver 
could not be i nitiated or a 
maneuver already i n itiated 
cou ld not be Lern1inated. 
ATT HOLD unaffected but 
proportional cont, ACCEL 
CMD, MIN IMP, and CMC 
manual control lost for 
failed RHC. DIRECT 
unaffected but BMAG 
caging signal l ost. 
(,\ ACCEL CMD lost for one 
\:.,) RHC for PITCH or YAW or 
affected ROLL CHAN. 
0 ACCEL CMD l ost in o ne SC control mode (CMG o r 






(Pi tch, YAW, o r A/C or 
B/D ROLL) . 
A ll auto coi l capability l ost 
fo r affected C HAN (PITCH, 
YAW, A/CROLL, B/D 
ROLL) . X- t r ansl ation 
capability with direct ullage . 
ACCEL CMD lost fo r P I TC 
or YAW or affected ROLL 
CHAN. 
One po larity l ost i n ACCEL 
CMD onl y fo r PITCH or 
YAW or affec t ed R OLL 
CHAN. 
Assumes B/D ROLL is 
suspected. For trouble 
shooting A/C ROLL, 
replace a ll refe r ences to 
B/D with A/C. 
Affected thrus t e r lost for 
all auto coil peration. 
ACCEL CMD lost for 
affected CHAN (PITCH, 







SMZA-03-SC l O 1- (2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
1 8 
28 PITCH or YAW 
• SCS CHAN PITCH 
(YAW) -A 
• cb SCS PITCH 
(YAW) MNB -
~ 





33 Check opposite 
pair 
•MANATT PITCH 
(YAW) - ACCEL 
~ --
• SCS CHAN PITC!:H 
(YAW) -1. 




29 Check opposite 
pair 
•MANATT PITCH 
(YAW) - RATE 
CMD -
• SCS CHAN PITCH 
(YAW)-..!!.. 
• RHC - CMD + & -
in axis 




Motion both YES 32 DRIVER 




LOG IC FAILED 
(CR43 or 47 OPEN 
or CR73 SHORT) 
DRIVER LOGIC 
31 
FAILED OPEN -----------,--------• MAN ATT (in 
(Q9) oxis) - RATE CMD 
or MIN IMP 
l March 1968 Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
@ one pol a r ity Inst in ACCE~ 
CMD fnr PITC!I or YAW. 
f 
~ A f fected thru :.,; Le r losl fo r 
~ .i ll auto co i l npe ratio n. 
@ 1.cc1,; L CM O lo s t fo r 
a ffec t ed CHAN (P ITCH, 
YAW , A/r ROLL, B/D 
RO L L) . 
S ,\ l - lA - I 'j l7 
Page _ __.,._5_-~6~0'--_ 
SYMPTOM 






























APOLLO OPERATIONS HA NDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
YES i---------------~r2_ J l YESrTcs7 
•·1 w ithRHC in neutral? ! -~ 
q) 
~ DRIVER 
~ LOGIC SHORT 
(CR62) 
TERMINATION 
In ax is 
-+•MANATT - ACCEL 
£MQ.. - -
.!J 
• DI RECT RCS - on 
(up) 
vrn,rn ,::::,:: 
OSCILLAT ING AND 
DIVERG ING 
I INITIATION OR MNVR ATT HOLD 
•SCS CHAN (4) -
OFF 
• Stab il ize SC us ing 
DI RECT 
• DI RECT RCS - OFF 
..-------1 • scs ,!-IAN (4)-::-
0 rir .nal configu-
roIT0n I 
I .. 
17 T Alternate RHC 
• Alternate RHC -






• Stabilize SC 




a I In axis 





~ ~HC DC 
~ AMP FAILED 
OPEN 
1 M~rch 1968 
!.J 
YES • BMAG MODE -
I..:.:.::. ATT I RATE 2 
~ ATTITUDE 
ATT ERROR ind ot ~ LOOP FAILED 
null ? OPEN 
22.J 
• RHC - neu tra l 
• MAN ATT - ACCE L 
CMD -- ~ BMAGNO. I 
Rates bui ld up? ~ FAILED 
L---~---...1 OPE N 
l YES 
~ 
• Stab ii ize SC 
• SCS/ HAND CO NT 
PWR - l 
Ra tes bui ld up? 
to 
NO. 2 RHC 
BR EAKOUT 
SHORT 
-~--·- -1sl In axis 
•MAN ATT - ACCEL 
CMD --
• RHC - CMD + & -
Motion norma l? 
~ORIG INAL RHC 
BREAKOUT 
SW ITCH FA ILED 
OPE N 
~ 
NO . I RHC 
BREA KOUT 
SHORT 
___,. • SCS/ HANO CONT 
PWR (a ffec ted 
RHC) - OFF 
~ 






~ Use alternate RHC 
for manual 
maneuvers 
Change Date ________ _ 
0 
REMARKS 
J\ssunH.'s fu ll thruste r 
opcr;11i on except in ROLL. 
0 F'ailur causes trans l at io n 
w hen ro talion con1ma nd 
given. ATT HOLD, RATE 
CMD, and MIN IMP lost 
for affc•clcd CIIAN ( P ITCH, 
YAW, A/C HOLL , 13/D 
ROLL). Translation s 
w ith out aLt.ilude h o ld 




/\ tliludc hold capability 
lost in a ffected axis . -;cs 
AUTO t;.V los t if PITC H 
o r YAW, but poss ibl e if 
ROLL by placing MANATT 
ROLL - ACCEL CMD. 
Fo r a rfrctcd axis : 
In ATT I HATE 2 , altitud e 
hold and at titud e e rr o r 
di s play lost. SGS AUTO 
b.V pllssib le if ROLL by 
conlrn lli ng a ltitud e 
n1 ,1 11ually . After . OSG , 
SCS FDA! llOLL attitude 
er r oneous ir YAW o r ROLL. 
In ATT t. SCS ball drive 
R/\TF. d;;-rnping losL. 
0 If RllC NO. 1 fo und s horted , 
analog SGS TLM may be 
re sto red by locking Rl-lC 
0 
NO. I and placing SGS/HAND 
CONT PW H - BOTH. 
SCS proportional co ntro l 
a nd MTVC lost for fai l e d 
RHC. 
0 /\ttitud l' h,,ld llllilfrt•l· l <'d but 
prllportiun ,tl <..Ollt rol, ACCEL 
C MD , Mil\ !Ml', a nd CMC 
manual contro l l ost for 
[ai l ed RII C. Dirc·c t i s 
unaffected but BMAG 
ca ging :-:; ign~ I i s lost. 
SCS p r opo r ti o na l control 
:tnd ;\. \TV C losl fo r both 
IUIC 's . 
Sill-lA -1 538 
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Both SCS CHAN 
ROLL sw 's on ? 
YES 
~ 
• scs CHAN A/ C 
ROLL - OFF 
PROCEDURE 





• RHC - CMD + & -
2s I In a x is 
r • MAN A TT - Ml N 
IMP - -
• RHC · CMD + & -
Motion both 
di rec tions? 
NO 





•scs CHAN A/ C 
ROLL - OFF 
•SCS CHAN B/ D 
ROLL - A 





YES AMPL OR 




• MANATT (in 
ax is) - ACCE L 
CMD --
/ 
28 j In ax is _ ONE--------1 
-------4 Motion direct ions? -+ • MANATT - ACCEL 
.__ ____ B_O_T-~H-
9
























32 J In axis 
• MANATT - ACCEL 
CMD - -
ITTOLL: RA TE 
CMD & MIN IMP 
possible by turning 
unaffec ted CHAN 
(A/ C or BID) - A 
or.!!_ 
NO 29 T PRE-AMPL 
L--.... r..___, POWER FAILED 
• SCS CH AN 
(a ffec ted ax is) -
OFF 
IFPITCH OR YAW : 
DIREC T RCS - on 
(up) -
iFROLL: operable 
SCS ROLL CHAN -
A or.ft 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 All RA T E CMD and ATT 
I IOLI) ca pabi l ity l ost for 
affe c ted axis. Translation 
pos::dhl e wilh MANATT 
switch in RATE CMD and 
altitude cont r o l in affected 
ax i ti by d i r eel. 
@ o ne po la rit y lost i n RATE 
CM D and M IN IM P tr a n s-
latio n ca pab iJ ily r cn, ai n s 
b u t A T T HOL D los t. 
@ Auto co il ca pab il ity lost 
for affected s y ~t c n, 
(PITC JJ , YAW, A/CROLL , 
B/0 RO LL). 
'12' Tra n :-; la ti o n capab ilit y 
'-J rron, affec t e d thru s t e r s 
lo s t except w i th DIRECT 
lt L LAGI!: . 
@ 1{ATE CMD and M I N IMP 
Jos t fo r a ffected C HAN 
(P ITC!-1, YAW, A/CROL L, 
B/D RO L L ). 
SM-l A - 1539 
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SM2A-03-SC 101-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
RHC c heck 
• RHC's - neutral YES • SCS/HAN D CO NT 
•MANATT (in a xis)--....------------ PWR _ 1 
ACCEL CMD -
eSCS CHAN (in • SCS CHAN (in 
a xis - A_ a x is) - ..h_ the n QE£_ 
Rotes build up? 
NO 
6 Alternate RHC 
Affected Axis: 
•MANATT - MIN 
IMP -
• Al ternote RHC -
CMD + & -
Motion normal? 
NO 9 Affected axis 
----.i.---~NONE •MANATT -ACCEL 
CMD - -Motion 
dire ctions ? 
BOTH ONE 











24 Disable 2 je ts 
ecb SCS PITCH 
(YAW) MNA -~ 
•SCS CHAN PITCH 
(YAW)-!',_ 
• RHC - CMD + & -




27 Ch e ck opp . poir 
• SC S CHAN PITCH 
(YAW)-~ 
• RHC - CMD + & -




33 DRIV ER LOGIC 
FAILED 
(CR67 OPEN 






12 Affec te d a xis 





(Q 22 SHO RT) 
Check opp. pa ir 
• scs CHAN PITCH 
(YAW) - ~ (if 8) 
OR!',_ (i f ]!) 
• RHC - CMD + & -
(In oxis) 
Moti on both 
di recti ons? 
YES 
28 • SCS C HAN 
PITCH ,(YAW) -
O riginal con fig . 
• MAN AlT ( in 
oxis) - ACCE L CMD 
Motion bo th 
YES 
oxis) - RATE CMD 
• THC - CMD + & -










34 •MANATT ( in 
L...--------------"""~ ax is) - ACCE L 
CMD --
1 March 1968 Change Dat e ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 lf RHC Nu . I found shu r t<-d, 
ana l og SCSTLM puw~r may 
bt- r c>s to r ed by l ucking 
RllC No . 1 a nd placing SCS/ 
H/\ND CONT PWR - BOTH. 
0 Ust• HlL<• r nalt• RfIC. For 
fai lc•d RHC, ATT HOLll 
u na f ft·l·Lcd, but pro po 1· t i11na l 
c-<>nl, ACCEL CMll. MIN 
HdP, and CMC mc.t nual 
co ,1t r o l lost . DIRF.CT 
u na l' ft•1.:lt'd, huL HMAC; 
ct,g i ng sig nal is 111st. 
0 Auto coil ca pabilily lost 
t0 affected syslem (A/C 
R O LL, B/D RO LL , P ITC H 
o r YAW) . Tran s lation 
capability fo r affl·ct.t•d 
th r usters Jos t l'Xc<•pt with 
DIRECT UL LAGE. 
0 R/\TE C MD and M IN IMP 
l ost fo r affected chan 
( PI TCH, YAW, A/CROLL, 
L/D ROLL). Translatiott 
capab ility fr om affec l ed 
th r uste r s l os l except w i th 
DIRECT U LLAGE . 
0 &CS MIN IM P lost fo r 
affected axi s. 
0 One pola rit y lost in ROLL, 
i n RA T E CMD and MIN 
IMP o nly . 
0 T r ans lati on capability 
rem a i n s but ATT HOLD 
lo~t. 
© One po la r ity in affected 
axi s lost in MIN IMP only. 
0 Affected th r usler losl for 
a ll auto coil operation. 
© One polarity in MIN IMP 
on l y lost.. 
@ Reduced autho r ity may be 
caused by thruster 
degradation. 
fJ2' ACCEL CMD unaffecled 
~ buL o ne th ruster failed in 
M IN IMP and RA TE CMD. 
ATT HOLD during Lrans -
lations and/o r X trans -
latio n s may be degraded. 
@ 1_·,,r X - transl,111i,n s, ( 11n ~ 
l t ~llrl' unaff1·1 · 1vd t jU.ids 
r",,r l. - _il'I ull.1_!.!1' . 
S~l - lA- 1540 





APOLLO OPERATIONS H ANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
35 Check A/ C ROLL 
•SCS ·CHAN B/ D 
ROLL - QEf 
• SCS CHAN A/ C 
ROLL - A 




1---M-o-t-io_n_? __ i.Y;.;E;,;,S __________ J---' 
NO 
3B 
• cb SCS A/ C ROLL 
2 MNA -~ 
• SCS CHAN A/ C NO 
ROLL - OFF 1-------------1~ 
• SCS CHAN B/ D 
ROLL -A 






ecb SCS A/ CROLL 
l MNA-~ 
• SCS CHAN A7C 
ROLL -A 
• scs CHAN B/D 
ROLL - OFF 
23 
42 Check B/ D ROLL 
•SCS CHAN A/ C 
ROLL - OFF 
• SCS CHAN B/ D 
ROLL - A 
• cb SCS B/D ROLL 
1 MNA-~ 






• cb SCS B/D ROLL 
l MNA - close 
• cb SCS B/DROLL YES 
2MNA-~ 
















44 Check A/C ROLL 
• SCS CHAN B/ D 
ROLL - OFF 
•SCS CHAN A/ C 
ROLL - A 
• cb SCS 8/D ROLL 
2 MNA - close 
•cb SCS A/ C ROLL 
2MNA-~ 
• RHC - CMD + & -
ROLL 
Any motion ? 
NO 
47 
ecb SCS A/ CROLL 
2 MNA - close 
ecb SCS A/ CROLL 
l MNA-~ 







• THC - CMD + & -
16 
MIN IMP CIRC 
FAILED (Q 25 




1 March 1968 Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
@ Entr y point for trouble-
shoot ing single channel 
ope m l.ion. If B/D ROLL 
is operating channel, 
replac e all references Lo 
A/C with B/D. 
@ Failure causes trans lation 
when rotation command 
given. ATT HOLD, RATE 
CIIID, and M IN IMP lost 
for affected channel 
(PITCH, YAW, A/CROLL, 
B/D RO L L). T ranslations 
without AT T HO L D possib l e 
with MAN A TT - M IN IMP. 
@ One polarity l os t in affected 
axi s in MIN IMP only . 
'J7' One po larity l ost in ROLL 
~ in RATE CMD and M IN IMP 
o nly . 
@ Redu ced RCS authority may 
be caused by th ruster 
deg radation. 
0 One polarity in M I N IMP 
only lo s t. 
@ ACCEL CMD unaffected but 
o n e thru s ter lost in one 
channel for RA TE CMD and 
MIN IM P . O ne direction 
of Y or ./. trans la lion lost. 
@ Affected thruster l ost for 
all auto i;oi l ope r alio n. 
SM-lA- 1541 
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APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 






~ Isolate direct 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
~or~ 
• Counter SC rates 
• DIRECT RCS - OFF 
• cb DIRECT RCS -
(2)-~ 
• cb SCS LOGIC 
PWR 1/3 & 1/4 -
~ 
• cb SPS PILOT 
VLVS (2) -~ 
• Stab ii ize SC 
• RHC 's - neutral 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
OFF 
Rates build up? 
YES. 
17 HOT SHORT 
IN DIRECT 
SYSTEM 
18 Isolate effected 
quads 
•PRPLNT ISOL 
vlvs - OFF (axis 
of rotation) 
ROLL - all 
PITCH - A&C 
YAW - B&D 
• Turn PRPLNT ISOL 
vlvs on singly to 
determine if fail-









4 • DIRECT RCS -
QEf 
eSCS CHAN (4) -
A or B 
eMAN-ATT -
ACCEL CMD 





9 RHC NO .I check 
• cb DIRECT RCS 
MNA - close 
•DIRECT RCS - on 
(up) (then Q!:£)-
Jets fire ? 
NO 
11 RHC N0.2 check 
• cb DIRECT RCS 
MNB-~ 
• DIRECT RCS - on 
~ (then Q!:£)-
Jets fire ? 
NO 
13 • cb SCS LOGIC 
PWR 1/ 3 & 
1/ 4 - close 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
A or 8 
eMAN-ATT-
ACCEL CMD 
• RHC - CMD + & -
in affected axis 
Vehicle motion? 
15 + X AND 
INHIBIT SWS 
OF DIRECT 
ULLAGE P/ 8 
SHORTED 
•RHC - command 














5 • BMAG' MODE 
(effected 
oxis)- RATE 1 
• Reolign GDC 
NOTE: If ATT 
HOLD is desired 
•BMAG MODE 
(affected oxis) -
ATT 1 RATE 2 
• LIM CYCLE - on 
(up) -





One RI IC lost for direct 
maneuvers. 
Leave a[[ected SCS DIRECT 
MN BUS cb open. Direct 
operation (or that RHC l os t. 
No SP.S eng ine operation 
poss ibl e unl ess SP S PILOT 
VLV cb 1 t; a r e c los ed . 
C l osing Lh ese c b 1 s r esults 
in direcl u llage. 






ing co nfig uratio n : 
a . MANATT - RATE CMD 
(R, P, Y) 
b. RATE - LOW 
c. FDA! SCALE - 5/ l 
d . THRUST ON pb--:--
i n ope r ative 
e. LIM C YCLe~ - o n (up) 
f. Deadba nd - MA-X--
g. G imba l d ri v.;--::--T 
h. RCS auto inhib it-- off 
(from u llage on l y) 
S C S ball drive lo s t in 
affected ax i s in RATE 2. 
RSI e rroneous after . 05 G 
if YAW o r ROL L , unless 
switc hed to RA TE l. 
No SCS AUTO b.V i[ PITCH 
or YAW ; if in RO LL, SCS 
AUTO b.V poss ible i[ 
BMAG MODE - ATT l 
RATE 2 a nrl LIM CYCLE -
on (up) _-
This fa il ur\: noticeab le on J;-y 
if BMAG 2 powe r is off. 
Displays and RATE I 
unaffe c ted. 
For affected axis, a ll RATS 
dam pin g l o, L; RATE CMD 
respo n se simi lar to ACCEL 
CMD . 
S,vi-ZA-1 542 




















RCS fai led on 
check 
• Term ina te trans-
lat ion 
• SCS CHAN (4) -
OFF 
• DI RECT RCS - on 
(up) . 
• ·Stabilize SC 
• ATT DBD - MAX 
• cb SCS ROLL , · 
PI TC H and YAW 
(12) - cluse 
•THC &RHC -
neutral 
• DIRECT RCS - OFF 
• SCS CHAN (4) -::_ J,. 
Je ts fire? 
NO 
YES 5CS 
RCS FA IL ED 
ON 
SC drifts out of ~ 
'---de_• a_d...,born_d_? _ __.~ 
NO 
RAlE CMD 
TROUBLES HOOT ING 
ROU TIN E 
y 5 Axis of ,------------------+-' trans lat ion? 
11 •SCS CHAN 8/ D 
ROLL - .QEf. 
• cb SCS A/ C ROLL 
1 MNA-~ 
• cb SCS A/ C ROLL 
2MNe -~ 
• Rf-1C - CMD + & -
ROLL 
Motion both NO 
directions? 
YES 
12 •SCS CHAN A/ C 
ROLL - !_ 




6 •scs CHAN A/ C 
ROLL - Qll. 
• cb SCS 8/ D ROLL 
1 MNA-~ 
• cb SCS 8/ D ROLL 
2MNB -~ 








• RHC - CMD + & -
ROLL 
z 
7 • SCS CHAN BID 
ROLL -l.. 
YES • RHC - CMD > & -
ROLL 
Moti on both 
direc ti ons? 
NO 
13 Affec ted axis 







YES Motion both YES •THC - CMD , & -
translation 
14 
DRIV ER LOG IC 











NO CR26 SHORT) 
• MANATT 
(affected axi s) -
ACCEL CMD 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 'l hrustcr l os t in MIN TM P 
~ nd R/\.T IS CMD m o d es. 
0 O ne cl ir cc lio n of Y or 1/, 
t , an sl a Li on l os t. 
0 1\.fl ,i t·I N I Lhrush: r l os't fo r a ll 
au! ) \·oi l npc ra ti ,1n. 
0 Y and I. lran s lations wi111 
/\Tr· I IOLD pnssihl c i f IJC tl h 
c ha mcls e nab l ed. 
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APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
19 
•EMS FUNC - ?;,Y_ 
•EMS MODE -
AUTO 




•RHC -CMD + & -




26 Affected axis 
•MANATT -
ACCEL CMD 




oc curs also ? 
NO 
• SCS CHAN PITCH -
YES 
8 YES 23 
•SCS CHAN YAW - i---....J 
j_ 
•RHC - CMD + & -





Transla t ion 
oc curs a lso? 
NO 
Motion both NO 27 
directions? t--~;...J 
YES 
28 Affected axis 
•MAN ATT - RATE 
CMD --





29 DRIVER LOGIC 
FAILED (C R67 








DRIVER LOG IC 
SHOR T (CR62 
OR CR83) 
• MAN A TT PITCH 
and YAW -
ACCE L CMD 
1 March 1968 Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
(vscs ATT HOLD, RATE CMD, 
and MIN IMP l ost. X trans-
lation is possib l e without 
A TT HOLD when MAN A TT 
switches at MIN IMP and 
RHC 1 s neutra l. 
0 X-axis Lrans 1aLion in original 
direction capability remains 
if opposing lt'rusters are 
disabled by cb action . 
0 Affected thrusler lost for all 
auto coil operation. 
8 Thrusler Joslin MIN IMP 
and HATE CMD modes . 
@ x-axis transl.al ans may be 
degraded or wilhoul ATT 
HOLD. 
@ NOTE: X t rans l,ttion 
possible but with possible 
loss of ATT HOLD . 
SM- .'. A - 1544 







FORM 2997- E New 11•67 
SM2A-03-SC 101-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Troubleshqoting Resel ect P40 





• D i°RECT RCS - on • Key V37E 40E 
~ - • Proceed to 
• SCS CHAN (4) - FL V50 N25 
OFF 00204 
• Stabilize SC 
• SC CONT - SCS 
•MANATT - RATE 
CMD --
• ATT DBD - MAX 
• RATE - LOW--
• LIM CYCLE- OFF 
• FOAi SOURCE-:--
GDC 
• FOAi SEL - 1/2 
• BMAG MODE(3) -
ATT 1 RATE 2 
Problem during? 
.---.---'------. ATTITUDE 
7 Stobilize SC 









LOOP OR RATE 
LOOP FAILED 
HARDOVER 
Do not exceed max 
on time for SPS 




21 •Alternate RHC -
CMD + & - (in NONr-E--.------
13 SC oscillating 
and diverging? 
Do not exceed max 
on-time for SPS 
GMBL MOT during 
MTVC checks 
oxis) 20 
M otion normal ? 
23 
PROPORTIONAL 
CO NT SUMM ING 
AMPL FAILED OPEN 
FOAi rate 
displays zero ? 
NO 
YE S 
16 In oxis 
• BMAG MODE -
RAI.U 
• RHC - CMD 
maneuver 
Rates increase to 





NO In oxis: 
• BMAG MODE -
position during 
burn 
• scs CHAN - A 
or B 
•RHC-CMD +& -
smal I maneuver 
Motion normal ? 
YES 
1 March 1968 Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Assumes th rus~ing com-
pleted before troubl eshooting. 
0 SGS AUTO 6V Jost if P ITCH 
or YAW. If ROLL, cont r ol 
attitu de with DIRECT o r 
ACCEL CMD. 
0 SGS A UT O 6V lost . MTVC 
possibl e i f redundant BMAG 
p laced in RA TE position . 
0 P r ocedu re a ppl icabl e to 
PITCH or YAW pr oblem. For 
RO LL , r efe r to applicabl e 
RCS p rocedu r e. 
0 SGS RA T E CMD, ATT HOLD, 
and pr oportiona l contr ol 
l ost fo r affected axis. SGS 
A UTO 6V lost i f P ITCH or 
YAW but ope r abl e in ROLL 
if c ha nne l switch placed at 
ACCEL CMD . T rans -
lations without A TT HOLD 
possible in MIN IMP. 
Fur the r trou.bl cshooting 
not recommended. 
0 A T T H OLD capabi lity l ost in affected axi s . SGS 
AUTO 6V lost if PITCH or 
YAW, but poss ible if ROLL 
b y placin g MAN A TT ROLL -
ACCEL CMD . 
0 SGS p r op o r tiona l control & 
MTVC lost fo r fa iled RHC. 
In\ ;or a ffected axis: in ATT l 
\V RA T E 2 , AT T HO LD and 
AT T e r ro r displ a y l ost . 
SGS AUTO t:, V p ~ssib l e if 
R O LL by cont r olling attitude 
manually . After .OSG , SGS 
FDAI roll att erroneous if 
YAW or ROLL. In RATE 1 
SGS ba ll d r ive and .rate 
damping lost. 
0 SGS proportional contro l 
and MTVC lost for both 
RHC ' s. 
'1a' No MTVC capab ility." RATE 
\:::) CMD lost in affec ted axis. 
ATT HOLD possib l e if 
RHC ' s Jo e ked ( or neutral) 
or SGS/HAND CONT PWR -
OFF. Disab le affected 
channe l if DIRECT used. 
@ SGS b a ll d r ive los t in axis 
unless a lternate rate BMAG 
used. If YAW or ROLL: 
If l3MAG I , after .OSG 
SGS FDA! r oll a t t erroneous. 
If BMAG 2, aft er . 05G , 
RSI er r oneous unless 
swi tched to RATE I. Rate 
damping '-nd SGS AUTO 6V 
lost. For MTVC, use 
alternate rate BMAG. 
® Displays and RATE l 
unaffected . 
@ In axis, rate damping lost. 
RATE CMD response like 
ACCEL C M D. 
SM-ZA-1545 
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APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
33 
PROCEDURE 




e THC - Qt/. 
HARDOVER • RHC No, 2 -perform MTVC 
check 
• Perform CMC auto 
drive check 
Auto drive check 
OK? 
YES 
RHC CMD 's 
YES. ._N_ O ___ "I result in oscil lating 
No , 1 SERVO 
RATE FEEDBACK 
LOOP FAILED 
36 Auto sw itchover 
check 
• TVC GMBL DR 
(2) -AUTO 
• RHC No, 2 -
attempt MTVC 
38 Sec trim 
check 




40 MTVC check 
• RMC NO, 2 - perf 
NONE 1--M_T_V_C_c_h_e_ck __ ~ NO 
PITCH 2 - START, '--'-'~~-
an!!!. --
Trim 
response? MTVC OK? --------, 
• SPS GMBL MOT 
YAW 2 - START, ~--
• Confirm trim con-




44 Sec MTVC check 
• RHC NO . 2 - perf 
MTVC check 
GPl 's dr ive normall y? 
YES 
51 Confirm prim ret 
eGMBL MOT PITCH 
-~M~OT YAW 
• ?Hc?.:U .IWl!I2! 
• Confirm t rim cont 
(P, Y) 
• THC - neutral 
NO 
• SCS/HANDCONT NO 
PWR - ~ 
e BMAG MODE-
RATE 2 
• SCCONT - CMC 
• FL V50N25 --
00204 
• ENTR 
Auto drive OK? 
HARDOVER 
41 Auto drive check 










• SCS/HAND CONT 
PWR -1. 
• RHC NO. 1 - ARM 
• RHC NO. 1 - peri 
MTVC check 
MTVC O K? 
55 Future .1V's 
YES 













2, 3, 6 or 7 inc of 
Rl? 
YES 
62 Check error 
counter NO 
enable bit 





CHAN FAI LED 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
@ start and stop gimbal motors 
seque nt ially at I socond intervals. 
@ GMBL MOT P ITCH I - OFF 
GMBL MOT YA W I -OFF 
GMBL MOT PITCH 2 • OFF 
GMBL MOT YAW 2 • OFF 
SGS TVC SERVO PWR (21 - OFF 
@ P rimary servo l os t for all SPS 
.1 V's . 
@ CMG u naffected . O n affected 
servo, SGS AUTO .1V a nd TRIM 
lost, but M TVC witho u t T RIM 
remains . 
@ Automatic switchover lost, 
@ Secondary servo lost for a ll SPS 
.1 V's. 
@ All MTVC capability and propor~ 
tional control lost. SGS AUTO 
,iv and A TT HOLD unaflected . 
0 Proportional control and all 
MTVC capability lost for No. 
RHC . 
@ Auto optics lost . 
@ CMC .dV carabil~ty losl. 
SM-2A-1546A 
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FOAi TOTAL ATT 
DISPLAY ABNORMAL 
GDC 
21 EDA OR 
GDC ENABLE 




22 •ATT SET -
IMU 
1 •FOAi SEL - 1il 








APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
YES 
PROCEDURE 
GU I DANCE & CONTROL 
FOAi 
SEL ·sw? 





ATT SET tw -
+ & -
Att error ind 
responds? 
19 EDA FAIL 
(IMU TO ATT 
SET ENABLE RELAY 
1.17A K 13, 14, 15, 






6 • FOAi SEL - .l 
• FOAi SOURCE -
GDC 
Disable OAP 
• V48E, OE 
PRO, PRO, PRO 
V46E 
• FOAi SCALE - 5/ 5 





Att error responds? 
NO 










•FOAi SEL -.1.. 
Display abnormol? 
NO 





Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 May be single or n1ulti axis. 
0 IMU function of ATT SET 
switch lost. 
0 RA TE I operation from this 
BMAG may not be available. 
0 CMG attitude error lost 
for axes shown abnormal 
in error counter check. 
f's\ SGS att set error d isplay 
\..:.J lost. If ATT <;E T - IMU. 
attitude errors dis_played 
will be Euler angles 
0 Att set position of FDA! 
SOURCE sw failed . 
0 May be single or multiple 
axes. 
f2' Attitude error display and 
V attitude hold capability lost. 
SGS AUTO 6V lost if PITCH 
or YAW; for ROLL place 
MANATT ROLL to ACCEL 
G_Ml2 and control rall 
manually. If failure is 
No. I BMAG, RSI will 
continu e to spin up. 
0 SGS AUTO 6V lost except in 
ROLL; then place BMAG 
MODE ROLL in tlI.J 
RATE 2 and LIM CYCLE -
'r~i1~:~: :~~~;<;,,!; 
errors lost and if ROLL or 
YAW, #2 FDA! ROLL 
indicator erroneous. 
SM-2A-1547A 
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NO 
•FOAi SEL- 1 








SM2.A-03-SC 10 1-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
GU I DANCE & CONTROL 
1------~ YES 
Total att display 
normal? 
NO 
• FOAi sel -
1 (If at 2) 
! (If at l) 
YES 
20 eBMAG MODE 
(3)a_l_!er_nate r~ 
source 
• RHC-cmd mnvr 
by axis starting at 




23 FOAi total 



















2 • FOAi 
SOURCE-~ 
•FOAi SEL- ! 










4 • Original iner-
tial source -
alternate FOAi 
• Alternate ordeol 
FOAi sw - ORB 
~ -
Alternate total ott 
display normal? 
FOAi NO. l 
FAILED 
failed axis 
27 •0.5 g SW - OFF 
L--- • EMS ROLL :--
.Q.EE 







Assumes inerti~l reference for 
orbital rate FDAI is aligned in 
plane. 
Ordeal MNB cb also supplies 
power through MESC B to MN B 
enable power of chan switches 
Use a l ternate FOAi for sub-
sequent orbital rate displays. 
Any failure of the !MU itself 
would have been indicated by 
the ·JSS light. 
0 The FDAI can be aligned to 
0, 0 , 0 by the 'GDC align pb. 
0 Attempt only single-axis man-
euvers in order pitch, yaw and 
roll. Greater accuracy can be 
attained if the GDC is aligned 
to 0, 0, 0 after each maneuver. 
This failure has no effect after 
. 0Sg since Euler mode relays 
are disabled. 
0 Assumes alternate rate source operable . 
After • 0Sg, if BMAG No. 1 fails 
in yaw or roll, RSl will be 
erroneous; If BMAG No. 2 fails 
in yaw or roll, SCS FDAI roll 
attitude will be erroneous unless 
RA TE I selected. 
0 Total attitude capability lost 
for affected axis. After . 0Sg, 
if fail is: 
YAW - RSI inva lid 
ROLL - No. 2 FDA! roll 
ind invalid• 
0 Slew FDA! at slow rate . 
(v With an in-plane GDC 
alignment, the FDA! pitch 
angle may be set by pressing 
the GOG align pb and slewing the 
pitch att set tw . 
SM-2A-1601 
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APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 




Ind usage for 
fuel press? 
NO 












S - IVB TANK 
PRESSURE 
ABNORMAL 




Monitor FOAi rates 
1 March 1968 Change Date----,------
REMARKS 
0 r\l,1 y lH: ::;inµ l e or n1ultiple 
axe:,L 
0 Att :;;ct c r n n displ ays still 
opcr:1lio na l. 
0 (ii)~ can be a~i~n ed to an 
arlntrary pos1t1on by: 
a. Fly lhe SC to the 
indicated attitude to 
which the GDC is t o be 
aligned, 
b. Disable the GDC . 
c. Fly the SC to the 
prescribed inertial 
attitude (star or visual 
r efe rence). 
d . Re - e nable the GDC. 
0 THC - CW or TVC GMBL 
DR (2) - b Continue 
normal activities u sing 
redundant TVC l oo p for 
control. 
SM-ZA-1549 





























SMZA-03-SCl0l-(2) f-'4"t... · 
NO 








• SCS CHAN (4) -
Qff 
• SCS/ HAND CONT 
PWR- ll.Qlli 
• VllNlOE, 31E 
X7m in Rl? 
YES 
12 
• RHC- cmd 
+ & - in axis 
• Verify Rl readout 
10 
RHC NO. 1 
B/ 0 SHORT 
+ROLL 17757 
13 
- ROLL 17737 NO ORIG RHC 






• SC CONT -
scs 
• SCS CHAN - in 
axi s -~ 
• Alternate RH C -
cmd + & - in axis 
Motion norm? 
NO 
In axi s 
L---"'.r-:ll-::-• SCS/ HAND 
CONT PWR - Qff 
(affected RH C) 
• SC CONT-~ 
• SCS CHAN - I!, 
or B 
23 
Problem occurred TERMINATION 
during? 
24 • DIRECT RCS - on (up) 
• SCS CHAN (4) - OFF 




HOLD • DIRECT RCS - OFF 
• SCS CHAN (4)~ 
• RHC - cmd + & -
in axis 
26 In axis 
• BMAG MODE - NO 27 ATT LOOP 
l-=AT=T=l=RA=TE=2 _J::.i.:.._._r::-FA7-:ILED OPEN 
Att error ind null? 
YES 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Ass umes full thruster 
operation, excep t in ROLL. 
© Failure causes translation 
when rotation command given. 
ATT HOLD, RATE CMD, and 
MIN IMP lost for affected 
CHAN (PITCH, YAW, A/C 
ROLL, B/D ROLL). Transla-
tions without att hold possible 
with MAN ATT - MIN IMP 
0 If RHC No . 1 found shorted, 
analog SCS TLM may be 
restored by locking RHC No. 1 
and placing SGS/HAND CONT 
PWR-~ 
0 Attitude hold unaffected but 
proportional control, ACCEL 
CMD, MIN IMP, and CMG 
man cont lost for failed RHC. 
Direct is unaffected but BMAG 
caging sig is l ost. 
0 SGS proportional cont and 
MTVC l ost for failed RHC. 
0 For affected axis: 
. In ATT 1 RATE 2 1 att hold and 
att error display lost. SGS 
AUTO /:,, V possible if ROLL by 
controlling att manually. After 
.OSG, SGS FDA! ROLL att 
erroneous if YAW or ROLL. 
0 Att hold capability l ost in 
affected axis. SGS AUTO 6 V 
l ost if PITCH or YAW, but 
possible if ROLL by placing 
MAN ATT ROLL -~
~ 
0 SGS proportional cont and 
MTVC lost for both RHG's. 
0 Disregard rate displ ays during thi s check. 
SM-2A-l5388 
Page ______ _ 
